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MISSION

JEFFERSON COUNTY HISTORICAL COMMISSION NEWS 2000
Phase I of the Cultural Resource Survey* in Unincorporated
Jefferson County has been completed. JCHC gratefully
acknowledges that funding was provided by a grant of $10,000
from the State Historical Fund (the gaming fund) of the Colorado Historical Society and $5,000 from the County. The
Colorado Historical
JCHC is happy to announce that the Scientific and Cultural
SCIENTIFIC & CULTURAL
Society — State
FACILITIES DIST R I C T
Historical Fund
Facilities District granted $4,600 as a partial cash match for
Phase II of the Cultural Resource Survey to begin next year. The County will contribute
$10,000 to this phase. That will allow the JCHC to apply for a grant of $40,000 from the
State Historical Fund.
The Education committee is working hard for teachers to introduce Jefferson County
History to students of R-1 District public schools.
The Grant committee received one grant application for review in 1999 from the Church
of Transfiguration in Evergreen, which was awarded $30,000 by the State Historical Fund for
restoration. A second application for $40,000 was received in September 2000 from the
Chatfield Nature Preserve, the former Hildebrand Farm. The owner, Denver Botanic Gardens, wants to implement an interpretive plan for visitors to better understand the structures, their uses, and the lifestyles of farmers in the area and in Colorado during the late
19th and early 20th centuries.
The committee welcomes applicants for various funding sources to request assistance
or review of their applications before they go to the fund. The deadline for review is one
month (30 days) before the deadline of each fund.
The Historic Preservation committee is proud to announce the completion of Phase I of
the Cultural Resource Survey* in the unincorporated areas of the county on buildings older
than 50 years. This phase of the survey was conducted between November 1999 and September 2000. Historic sites in the northeastern Plains of the unincorporated county and in
the Lower Bear Creek Corridor between Morrison and Evergreen were visited, photographed, and an inventory made. About 100 sites will be studied in detail during Phase II.
The Cultural Resource Survey will provide information for a historic preservation resolution
to be presented before the County Commissioners.
The Historic Preservation committee and the Jefferson County Planning Department have
developed a referral process on rural cluster developments. Whenever such a development
is planned, the Planning Department will notify the JCHC and invite a
(continued on page 45)
*For more information about the Cultural Resource Survey please see page 30.
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PINE VALLEY RANCH PARK
By Dorothy J. Donovan

William A. Baehr, president of a
utilities company in Chicago, visited the area near the settlement of
Pine, on the North Fork of the
South Platte River in 1925. Baehr
decided to purchase land from
Charlie Eggert’s Ice Company to
build a manor home, modeled
after those he had known in Germany’s Black Forest. He engaged
Denver architect Jacques. B. Benedict, and ordered the place built in
1927. Baehr insisted on having it
erected in rapid fashion. Hence, a
crew of builders worked around
the clock hauling rock, dynamiting
stone, and sawing lumber to build
what later became known as Pine
Valley Lodge.1
-4-

Colorado historian Thomas J.
Noel wrote that “J.B. Benedict was
a demanding architect who supervised workmen closely. A flamboyant character, noted for inspecting
buildings while wearing white
gloves, he had designed some of
Denver’s grandest residences and
churches,” among them a home
for Herman F. Coors, the Chief
Hosa Lodge, the Waring House at
the Denver Botanic Gardens, and
the Holy Ghost Catholic Church.
Benedict described the style of the
$1.5 million Pine Valley Lodge as
Colorado Alpine. It is said that
Benedict and his crew of sixty men
took only ninety days to build the
27-room lodge from local stone
and spruce, “complete with

wrought iron fixtures forged on
site by local artisans, arched ceilings, hand-etched log paneling, railings, and balconies. Two octagonal
roof towers, tall stone chimneys,
and multiple steep-pitched gables
graced the front of the building.”2
In subsequent years, Mr. Baehr’s
foreman, Conrad Johnson, added
more structures, including an
observatory, a pagoda, an ice shed,
a barn, a water wheel, and a gazebo
tea house on the 1,731 acre property. This complex became known as
“Baehrden of the Rockies.” Mr.
Baehr wanted his property to complement the scenic valley.
Readers will find Pine Valley
Ranch Park off County Road 126,
southeast of Pine Junction on U.S.

Highway 285 and a mile from the
times due to machinations of
fare was $1.50. Unique to the line
town of Pine on the North Fork.
other transport companies, had a
was a “fish train” on weekends
Pine itself had its beginnings in
name change in 1881 when Union
from late May to autumn. A fish1866, when ranchers homesteaded
Pacific tycoon Jay Gould bought
erman could pull the cord and the
the area, before railroad constructhe rights to it: Denver, Leadville,
engineer would slow the train
tion worked its way up the North
& Gunnison Railroad. The 1893
down, allowing the angler to jump
Fork toward Bailey. By the 1870s
silver panic threw the Union Pacifoff near the stream. On the return
eleven sawmills operated in the
ic into receivership, and the line
trip that evening, a signal to the
Pine area, supplying lumber for
was bought by the Colorado &
engineer would provide a ride
Denver home builders and producSouthern in 1899. Pine Grove was
back to Denver.4 After delivering
ing ties for the narrow gauge railthe first coaling station west of
picnickers and fisherman to local
road. According to Charlene
Denver and also was the base for
resorts such as Pine and Crystal
Scott, “French Canadians cut and
helper engines and crews.
Lake, the train veered onto a spur
floated logs ... down the river.”3
The 42 mile trip from Union
for an occasional stop at Pine
At the same time, the move of
Station in Denver to Pine took the
Valley Ranch. The train stop was
rails up the valley encouraged setColorado & Southern two and a
named “Hildebrand,” after the
tlement. Although Pine Grove was
half hours, for which it was nickoriginal homesteader. When
the railroad’s name for this comnamed the “Careful & Slow.” The
William Baehr purchased the
munity, a later post
ranch in 1925, he had a
Left:
The
Pine
Valley
Lodge.
office was simply named
large sign hung above the
Below: The Baehr family, circa 1930.
Pine, and that is the
tracks which proclaimed
Pine Valley historic photos courtesy of the Hiwan Homestead Museum
name that prevailed.
the place “Baehrden.”
Promoters John Evans,
David Rainey5 wrote,
W.C. Cheesman, Bela
“Like most railroads, the
Hughes, and David Mofpassenger trains with the
fat were instrumental in
little steam engines were the
developing the Denver,
most noticed, but it was the
South Park & Pacific Rail
freight trains that did the
Road Company, which
most business. Many of
they intended for access
them ran at night,” and old
to the mines of Summit
timers reported it was excitCounty and beyond, to
ing “to lie in bed on a dark
Leadville. The idea of
night and hear the locomoPacific in the name of
tive whistle” for the water
their enterprise was
tank as the train reached
somewhat fanciful,
Pine Grove. During most of
because the line ended in
the 1880s, an average of 30
Gunnison. The railroad
carloads of lumber was sent
reached Pine Grove in
daily from the vicinity of
1878, and service continthe Pine Valley to Denver.
ued for 59 years, after
Only a decade later, the
which the right-of-way
mountains had been
reverted to ranches along
stripped of their timber,
the line. Today much of
and shipments decreased.
the original rail bed is a
The present forest along
road along the North
the North Fork is second
Fork and serves as footgrowth, with trees about a
paths in the park.
century old. Today the forest
This railroad, fated to
is used for recreation, and
change hands several
the challenge is to maintain
-5-

that ice cutting was a big
industry, employing
many people in the Pine
area. William Clay
Maddox, near Shawnee
upstream, forbade fires
near his eight-acre reservoir, fearing contamination, and he had a
Denver chemical company analyze his ice for
purity.8 When Eggert’s
company owned the
Pine Valley Ranch from
1908 to 1925, and even
after William Baehr
Cutting ice on Pine Valley Lake, circa 1928. Blocks of ice were sold to nearby families and
bought the land to build
to Denver, where they were preserved in sawdust for use in summer.
his elaborate home, ice
was cut every winter
from Pine Valley Lake.
its picturesque quality.
use. “If ice on the lakes froze more
An ice house with concrete walls
As Pine grew into a solid comthan three feet down, the gas-powthree feet thick and with cork insumunity, the need for a school
ered saws were not able to slice it,”
lation was built to hold the frozen
became pressing. By 1896, 40
so timing was crucial. “Once cut,
blocks, which lasted well into
students were in the eight grades of
the ice blocks were pried apart
autumn.
a small building. A larger building
with crowbars and transported to
Conrad E. Johnson, Mr. Baehr’s
was needed and put up in 1898.
the lake edge with sledges, then
foreman, began to oversee the
After the railroads ceased operatugged up a ramp to the loading
ranch in 1930, when much of the
tions in the Pine valley in 1937,
dock with tongs and rope”, she
7
old use stopped, including logging.
the student population dwindled,
said.
Johnson was born as Konrad
as did the adult population, and
In his history about the 285
Johanson in Eskilstuna, near
Jeffco School District R-1 closed
Corridor, Harold Warren stated
the Pine school when only six
The observatory was built circa 1937 to satisfy Mr. Baehr’s passion for astronomy.
students remained.6
Peg Wiencek of the Lookout
Mountain Nature Center stated
that in the early 1900s many of
the lakes in the Pine community
were constructed and owned by
Charlie Eggert. Water was diverted from the North Fork into
man-made lakes. Eggert’s Crystal
Lake Ice Company cut and sold
ice in winter, a few small blocks
for nearby families, but most of
it in seven by three foot blocks
for Denver. The ice was loaded
into cleaned-out cattle cars and
hauled to the city by rail, to be
preserved in sawdust for summer
-6-

Stockholm in Sweden, in 1892. He
observatory, a gardener’s dwelling,
al piece of craftsmanship. The
worked in a print shop for some
and miles of fence around the
telescope’s seven-inch diameter
time, but ran away to sea while in
ranch.
refractor is rare because of its
his early teens. He sailed the Baltic
The pagoda was built in 1939 as
weight-driven clock drive.
Sea for several years until he and a
a picnic shelter, for Mrs. Baehr to
After the trains stopped in 1937,
shipmate contracted typhoid fever
spend afternoons sharing tea with
Conrad bought the old Pine Grove
at age 16. Both young men were so
friends. It is one of the original
railroad depot and made it into a
ill that the ship’s captain feared
structures still standing. To satisfy
combination store and gas station
they were dying. He put them off
William Baehr’s passion for astronuntil just before World War II. This
the ship in
place burned down
Hamburg, Gerin 1965, and the
many, where
North Fork Fire
they were hosDepartment has
pitalized until
built a station on
they recovered.
the depot spot.
Konrad
Because the
Johanson was
North Fork’s flow
eventually
varied with the seareunited with
sons, often threathis mother,
ening to overf low,
and in 1910
f looding and icing
they migrated
were major probto New York.
lems. Periodic
He later
surges washed away
moved west.
bridges and piers
When asked
of the Pine Valley
why he
Ranch. Foreman
changed the
Johnson built
Photo by Dorothy J. Donovan
spelling of his
diversion channels
The Narrow Gauge Trail follows the original railroad bed along the river.
name, he
and spillways tryreplied that he
ing to control
wanted people to think he was
omy, Mr. Johnson built the obserdestructive run-offs, to little avail.9
born in this country; but his heavy
vatory in 1937 with help from his
The Denver Water Board created
accent always gave him away.
children, who lugged water from
the Southern Collection System to
Johnson first worked for Mr.
the stream for mortar. The observaprovide water for the city and to
Baehr in the 1920s as a chauffeur,
tory dome is made of copper,
regulate the North Fork’s levels.
gardner, and maintenance man.
placed over a wooden frame. The
Named after a Denver city attorBaehr later promoted Johnson to
dome rotates, facilitated by a crank
ney, the Harold D. Roberts tunnel
foreman of what was then called
and differential from a Model-A
under the Continental Divide,
the 4-L Ranch. Conrad then underFord. Attached to the dome is a
sending water from the West Slope
took an ambitious improvement
small room which originally
23.3 miles to the North Fork from
program, building a garage, bridges,
housed a short wave radio over
the Blue River and Dillon Reserthe ice house, and a powerhouse.
which Baehr received signals from
voir, was finished in 1962. When
The powerhouse contained gasoGreenwich Mean Time. The signals
built, this immense conduit was
line-powered Kohler engines to genhelped the observatory’s sidereal
said to be the world’s longest
erate electricity; there was also a
clock to keep the telescope locked
major tunnel. Denver gets 23%
pagoda, a 10,000 gallon water tank,
on celestial targets during observaof its annual water from this diveran irrigation system, a water wheel
tions. The telescope, a 1937 JW
sion. Though more water flows
for pumping water to the tank, an
Fecker, is considered an exceptionthrough the North Fork of the
-7-

Photo by Dorothy J. Donovan

The eight-acre Pine Valley Lake, as seen from the east, is stocked with rainbow trout by the Division of Wildlife.

South Platte, devastating floods
which plagued Pine residents
and other settlers along the
stream for many years, can now
be controlled.10
Pine Valley Ranch remained in
the Baehr family until 1956, when
it was purchased by a private
group of Denver families, among
them Francis Van Derbur, Helen
Bonfils, William Boyd, and Dr.
James Rae Arneill, Jr., who used
the property as a vacation spot
and fishing retreat until 1975. In
that year, the Winegard Realty
Corporation of Burlington, Iowa
purchased the ranch and added
new cabins, a swimming pool,
-8-

sauna, lounge, and a dining room.
The ranch was operated for
about eleven more years as a conference and retreat center and as a
family resort, until it was acquired
by Jefferson County Open Space
in March 1986 for $2.35 million.
That included $90,000 worth of
water rights. After $1.5 million was
spent on park amenities, Pine
Valley Ranch Park opened in July
1994. The park provides access to
two-and-a-half miles of good fishing and other outdoor activities.
The eight-acre Pine Valley Lake is
stocked with rainbow trout by the
Colorado Division of Wildlife. The
park has numerous picnic areas

and about six miles of marked
trails, of which the Narrow Gauge
Trail follows the original railroad
bed along the river. The park
is handicapped accessible and
includes a special pier for fishing;
it borders Pike National Forest.
Visitors commonly watch many
species of birds and wildlife, such
as deer, coyote, bobcat, golden
eagle, and beaver. The Lookout
Mountain Nature Center provides
guided programs, including use
of the historic telescope at the
observatory.11
For many years, the Pine Valley
area with its beautiful river, lake,
trees, and mountains has been a

source of pride and pleasure for its
residents and visitors. Now, the
scenic qualities and recreational
opportunities at Pine Valley Ranch
Park are available for all.
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Above: photo courtesy of CDOT

Above: Congestion at the Massy Draw Site, excavated in
1985 by Colorado Department of Transportation staff, is
nothing new. Over a thousand artifacts and thousands of

By Meg Van Ness

Traditions and Field Camps
By the mid 1980’s, as an
archaeologist for over a decade, I
had seen more than my share of
field camps. These camps became
our home for the season and
provided the base of operations
for living, cooking, sleeping, and
completing the field notes
recording the day’s observations
and activities. Each summer the
scenario repeated itself over and
over again: the crew, in a caravan
-10-

animal bones were recovered from this Archaic Period site
(3,000-6,000 years ago), which is now buried beneath the
intersection of C-470 and Ken Caryl Road.

of aging, high-mileage, and
overloaded vehicles, would head
out to a project area to locate a
suitable location to establish a
field camp. After much angst over
the attributes and accommodations of one location versus
another, we would settle on a
likely spot and pitch our tents.
There we would stay until our
livelihood required us to break
camp and move on.
It was around an evening
campfire at one of those carefully

selected locations that I realized
we were repeating an old tradition
— indeed, the subject of our work.
Although we didn’t do it
intentionally, we almost always
camped on a prehistoric site.
Often we would notice pieces of
carefully chipped rock, and
perhaps pottery fragments, as we
scurried about camp doing our
daily routine. Maybe the reasons
we camped here, I thought —
closeness to water, good views,
trees, scattered rock outcrops, and

camps when possible, and moved
on when necessary. Their history,
an unfolding tale with many
missing chapters, is typically
pieced together through the
recovery and study of scattered
remains, including stone tools,
ceramics, and the remnants of an
evening meal. It is a story of
change through time,
environmental adaptation, and
technological innovation. But
most important, it is the story
of people.

Right: photo by Milly Roeder, courtesy of the Golden Pioneer Museum

Right: This handstone (mano) and
grinding slab (metate) from North
Table Mountain suggest the processing
of wild plants during the Ceramic
Period (2000 - 500 years ago).The light
scatter of stone tools on both Table
Mesas indicate a long history of use
and occupation of the Golden region.

convenient access to where we
needed to go — were the same
reasons the prehistoric people
stayed there. Like us, maybe they
stayed until their livelihood
required them to break camp
and move on.
The prehistory of Jefferson
County is the story of dispersed
groups of people who traveled
about the region, established

Go to Alaska, Take a Right:
The Paleo-Indian Stage
Although there are only fleeting
references to reality in the popular
Indiana Jones movies, his
declaration that “archaeology is
not an exact science” is all too
true. Perhaps nowhere is this more
apparent than in the study of the
timing and nature of the peopling
of North America. Generally
accepted archaeological evidence
indicates that early populations
migrated from Asia near the
end of the last
glaciation or
Ice Age,

approximately 18,000 to 20,000
years ago. The movement of these
people, into Alaska and continuing
south through Canada, was a slow

wandering journey spanning
several thousand years. Gradually,
groups of people came to the
Rocky Mountain region, and
eventually they settled in what is
now called Jefferson County.
The earliest evidence of people
living in Colorado, referred to as
the Paleo-Indian stage, spans the
period from approximately 7,000
to 12,000 years ago. This stage, as
with all chronological divisions
imposed on prehistory, can be
subdivided into numerous periods
and reflects tremendous regional
variation. Nonetheless, the
hallmark of most Paleo-Indian sites
is the beautiful craftsmanship of
their occupants’ spear points. The
skill involved in the production of
these weapons is matched only by
their deadly efficiency. The points
are classified by style and time
period, with the earliest referred to
as Clovis, followed by Folsom,
Plano, and others.
Tools which may predate 12,000
years ago have been located at
several sites in the
West
and have
inspired
debates
among
archaeologists
in field camps,
classrooms, meeting
halls, and bars across the
nation. Are the chipped
stones a product of human
hand or just the result of natural
chipping and breaking? Are the
dating methods reliable, and is
the association of the date to the
possible tool legitimate? Do the
breaks on the animal bones reflect
human modification or just
natural wear and tear over time?
One such site, the Lamb Spring
-11-

site in Littleton, contains the
stone tools used to kill and
this heavy reliance on a specific
remains of mammoths in possible
butcher them. These kill sites are
and limited animal population
association with stone tools.
scattered across the state with
contributed to its extinction, and
Several of the larger bones appear
several of the most spectacular
by the end of the Paleo-Indian
to have been crushed or otherwise
located in the plains of
stage the mammoths and giant
modified and date to 2,000 years
northeastern Colorado. Whether
bison were gone from North
before the better documented
the bones represent the remains of
America.
Clovis period. For regular
Occasionally remains
updates on this ongoing
of Paleo-Indian camps are
argument, visit your local
discovered that include
field camp, classroom,
stone grinding slabs for
meeting hall, or bar.
plant processing and a
Only 495 of the over
wider array of tools. At
66,000 prehistoric
one such site a small pipe
archaeological sites
with wild tobacco residue
recorded in Colorado
was found among the
have a Paleo-Indian
remains. These camps are
component. Five of these,
often located near kill sites
each represented by one
and contain tools and
or two spear point
bones that indicate animal
fragments, are in Jefferson
butchering. With the
County. Two of these
closing of the Paleo-Indian
were found in the Golden
stage, the camps and other
vicinity with one
remains left by these early
discovered during the
people suggest a greater
excavation of a house
social organization than
foundation just west of
found in previous periods
downtown. Two others
and increased cooperation
were located south of
among groups. The people
Morrison and the fifth is
who lived during the
from a rock shelter site in
succeeding Archaic stage
the Ken Caryl Valley. The
continue these trends.
mixture of stone tools
found on these sites may
Mobility and Stability:
or may not be from the
The Archaic Stage
same time period as the
Beginning about 7,000
Photo by Meg Van Ness
Paleo-Indian spear points;
years ago, a gradual but
Archaeologists at the Magic Mountain site excavate deposits
the pottery fragments
definite shift occurred in
left by hundreds of years occupation.This site is the only
archaeological
site
in
Jefferson
County
to
be
listed
on
the
most certainly are not. As
the pattern of human use
National Register of Historic Places and the remains from
in the case with the
of the region. The changes
these strata serve as an important benchmark for other
research along the Front Range
roving band of
are due to a combination
archaeologists looking for
of regional climactic
a suitable field camp, the early
a single unfortunate mammoth or
fluctuations and an increasing
inhabitants of Jefferson County
the chaotic jumble of hundreds of
population, coupled with social
often established camps on top of
trampled bison, the motivation is
change and technological
even earlier camps.
clear: Paleo- Indians relied heavily
innovation. Although this stage,
Many of the Paleo-Indian sites
for food, clothing, and bone tools
referred to as the Archaic and
identified in Colorado consist of
on these large animals, known to
lasting until about 2,000 years ago,
the intricate intertwining of the
scientists as “Pleistocene
is far better represented in the
bones of large animals with the
megafauna.” It is probable that
archaeological record than the
-12-

Photo courtesy of the Colorado Historical Society

During the 1970s, volunteers from the Colorado
Archaeological Society excavated the Falcon's Nest rock
shelter, located under a redrock outcrop in the Ken Caryl.

preceding Paleo-Indian stage,
interpretation of the remains is
difficult. The archaeology of the
Archaic stage continues to be the
interpretation of sparse remains on
scattered sites representing a
dispersed and mobile people.
It would be so much easier if
a few of these early people could
join us in a field camp, classroom,
meeting hall or bar for just a few
minutes!
Thirty-five Archaic sites have
been recorded in Jefferson County,
representing both rock shelters and
open sites. Several of the most
well-known examples of Archaic
sites are located along the
foothills. These include the Magic
Mountain site just south of
Golden, the Massey Draw site
under the intersection of C-470
and Ken Caryl Road, the

This shelter is one of the many overhangs in the valley
whose layered remains left by multiple occupations provide
clues into change through the millennia.

LoDaisKa site along Highway 285,
the Cherry Gulch site near Red
Rocks Park, and the Willowbrook
site in the Willowbrook
subdivision three miles south
of Morrison. All of these sites
represent camps that were
probably occupied repeatedly
over many centuries. The remains
represent multiple activities and a
wide assortment of tools necessary
to accomplish those tasks.
Climactic changes during the
Archaic stage were complex with
tremendous regional variation.
These changes had a great
influence in the lifestyle changes
and population movements of
Archaic populations. Gradually,
on the plains of eastern Colorado,
the climate became drier and the
deciduous woodlands gave way to
the semi-arid desert environment

of today. With the demise of many
of the large Pleistocene megafauna
populations, as indicated by the
relative decrease in the number
of kill sites, the people turned
to other, more diverse edible
resources in the region. Their food
included several species of large
and small mammals, birds, reptiles,
shellfish, and a wide variety of
wild plants.
Evidence indicates that near the
onset of the Archaic stage, from
about 7,000 to 4,500 years ago,
the western high plains became
significantly warmer and drier than
at present. This episode, referred
to as the Altithermal, may explain
why relatively few archaeological
sites date to the early Archaic on
the plains. The change in climate
may have driven much of the
population to seek refuge in the
-13-

foothills and mountains along the
Front Range. Several high altitude
sites in the country west of
Boulder appear to support this
theory. The stone tools found with
these mountain camps possibly
ref lect the influence, if not the
direct outgrowth, of plains culture.
On the other hand, some
archaeologists postulate that the
rarity of early Archaic sites on the
plains merely ref lects our difficulty
in locating and identifying sites
from this era — in other words, the
limitations of present
archaeological techniques rather

than the exodus
of early
peoples to the
mountains.
According
to this
hypothesis, the
Archaic-period
mountain sites may
represent a tradition that
originated and evolved in the
mountains. As Indiana says, it’s
not an exact science.
By the middle years of the
Archaic, the environment returned
to a more hospitable climate with
gradual cooling and increased
moisture. Small groups of hunters
and gatherers occupied the region,
moving about the plains, foothills,
and mountain environments as the
seasons changed. They settled in
camps along the foothills,
occupying both open ridges and
valleys and the many rock shelters
nestled among the outcrops. The

remains of these camps are more
plentiful than those of the
preceding occupations and their
distribution indicates a preference
for water, shelter, a diversity of
plant and animal resources, and
good views. Optimum locations,
including particularly large rock
overhangs or locations with a
choice combination of resources
and characteristics, were seasonally
occupied for short periods of time
over hundreds of years.
As more people filtered into the
region, occupying new locations
and using resources not previously
exploited, they expanded and
modified their tool kits to meet
their needs. They increasingly used
grinding tools, including manos
and metates, to process wild
plants. The flaked stone tools used
for chopping, cutting, and
scraping reflect both the careful
manufacture of a specific tool and
the expedient use of a convenient

Above: Photo by Milly Roeder, courtesy of the Golden Pioneer Museum

Below: Photo courtesy of CDOT

Above: This stone knife served as the Swiss Army
Knife of prehistory.Although this particular bifacial
chert tool is from the Ceramic Stage occupants of
North Table Mountain, similar cutting and scraping
tools were used for centuries throughout Western
North America.

Below: The Massey Draw site is shown here as it looked
in the mid-1980s. Recent development of Jefferson County
has altered the landscape — the site is now buried under
C-470 and shopping centers, but the beautiful views
and proximity to resources have continued to draw
people to the area, just as in the past.
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rock. They also developed large
projectile points with distinctive
styles to hunt wild animals, and
today the discarded points remain
primary clues to questions about
where, when, and how the Archaic
hunters operated.
For the first time, round
structures made of a mixture of
brush and clay built over a shallow
pit, appear in the mountains.
Although the rare remains of these
apparent homes are difficult to
locate, and even harder to
interpret, they are some of the first
indications of a more sedentary
lifestyle. Technology and
resourceful exploitation of the
environment were beginning to
allow small groups of people to
stay in one place long enough to
construct a shelter. As the Archaic
stage drew to a close, the decision
to linger a while in a location
became more and more prevalent.
A Time of Change:
The Ceramic Stage
While some of the traditions of
the Archaic peoples continued
into the early years of the first
millennium AD, distinct changes
were on the horizon. The period
following the Archaic, referred to
as the Plains Ceramic or Formative
Stage, began nearly 2,000 years ago
and lasted until approximately 200
years ago. The introduction of the
bow and arrow and the use of
pottery mark the onset of this
stage, while the latter years include
the earliest contacts of the native
population with people from
Europe. Throughout the region
of Colorado, this was a time of
important changes in economic
patterns, artifact complexes, and
population distribution. When the
Ceramic stage drew to a close, so

Photo courtesy of CDOT

The scattered stone tools and animal bones of the Massey Draw site are slowly
uncovered and mapped by project archaeologists. Knowing they are viewing only
a small slice of the past and that each artifact may provide a subtle clue to the
inhabitants, great care is taken to understand the individual remains and their
relationship to each other.

did a traditional yet dynamic way
of life.
Artifacts and structures left by
Ceramic stage populations are
found throughout Colorado. The
Anasazi and Fremont cultures of
western Colorado, both of them
sedentary horticulturist (that is,
people who stayed in one place
and grew crops), reached their
zenith during this stage and left
behind spectacular architecture
and rock art. In eastern Colorado,
a strong Plains Village Tradition
influence from Nebraska and
Kansas blended with the local
traditions to create a rich and
diverse material culture. The vast
majority of the over 16,000
Ceramic stage sites recorded in
Colorado are located in the
southwestern and southeastern
portions of the state, with only
46 found in Jefferson County.
Eastern Colorado during this
period lay along the western
margin of the vast geographical
area encompassing cultures of the

Plains Village tradition. Extending
from the Dakotas southward into
the Oklahoma and Texas
panhandles, Plains Village culture
included such traits as permanently
settled villages with wattle-anddaub (or occasionally stone)
structures, small projectile points,
abundant bone tools, stones for
grinding seeds and other plant
parts, and cord-marked ceramics.
Remains at sites in the Jefferson
County region include straight
rimmed pottery jars with a variety
of cord-impressed exteriors and
small, serrated corner-notched
projectile points. At some
locations circular dry-laid stone
structures were built, some of
which have fire pits. Associated
animal and plant remains
including mule deer, wild cherries
and plums, and acorns, suggest a
hunting and gathering economy.
The only evidence for horticulture
is the single corn cob recovered
from the LoDaisKa site.
Although Ceramic Stage remains
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have been found throughout
Jefferson County, a few sites in
particular stand out as wonderful
remnants of life during this
period. Some of the sites represent
limited occupation, including the
Hall-Woodland Cave just west of
Golden, Graeber Cave in the
Foothills along North Turkey
Creek, the Chimney Gulch
Rockshelter near the entrance to
Clear Creek Canyon, and the
Lindsay Ranch site located on the
crest of a hogback approximately
five miles north of Golden.
Others are like layer cakes with
each layer representing hundreds
or maybe thousands of years of
human activity at that location.
In these cases, the Ceramic stage
remains tend to cluster near the
surface and may indeed themselves represent many different
occupations. The before
mentioned LoDaisKa and Willowbrook sites fall into this category,
as does the Magic Mountain site
near Heritage Square, the Lindsay
Ranch site at the crest of a
hogback just north of Golden,
and the Bradford House III
site 1/4 mile south of the Willowbrook site. Three rockshelters in
the Ken-Caryl Valley — Falcon’s
Nest, Crescent Rockshelter, and
the Swallow site — contained the
remains of several Archaic
occupations, topped off by a
rich Ceramic stage assemblage.
The later years of the Ceramic
stage, often referred to as the
Protohistoric period, encompass
the span of time between the
earliest introduction of European
goods to the Indians and the
onset of regular, direct contacts
between Indians and Europeans
and their descendants. Initially
this was a slow and intermittent
development occurring at different
-16-

rates throughout the state. Anglo
incursions into the central and
western High Plains are known to
have occurred on an infrequent
basis during the latter half of the
18th century. By this time the
mere presence of Anglos and
Spaniards both to the east and
south had created factional
turmoil among many Plains Indian
groups. Such external pressures, in
addition to the advent of the
pantribal, horse-oriented culture
led to the accelerated decline of
older Plains cultures.
Traditions and Change
Twelve years ago I hung up my
shovel and stuffed my tent into its
duffel bag for the last time (it
never did fit in that bag as it did
in the store). The life of a
wandering field archaeologist,
living from season to season in
hopes of more stability somewhere
in the future, was drawing to a
close. I no longer spend my days
walking on the High Plains
looking for chipped stones or the
remains of an early campfire, and I
have exchanged my tools of the
trade for a desk, an ever-full inbox, and a networked computer. I
live in a real house now, go to my
daughter’s softball games, and
wonder if chicken will go on sale
next week. I know that I have
made the logical progression that
most archaeologists do, and that’s
fine with me. But I still wear blue
jeans constantly, go for long walks
in the foothills, and have a strong
tendency to scrutinize the ground
carefully.
The prehistory of Jefferson
County is also the story of
traditions and changes. It is the
story of adaptation to both
seasonal changes and extended
climactic fluctuations. The remains

ref lect both the stability of a
resourceful people and the
dramatic effect when outside
influences filter into the region —
sometimes blending and sometimes colliding. Our understanding
of the people who lived here
during the last 12,000 years is
fleeting at best, and much more
study is needed.
That is why, although they are
now covered with dust and buried
someplace in the garage, I’m
keeping both the tent and the
shovel for my daughter.
Sources for additional information:
E. Steve Cassells. The Archaeology of
Colorado. 1997, Johnson Books,
Boulder. Perhaps the premier book
concerning the archaeology of
Colorado. Readable as a text and very
useful for reference.
Sally Crum, People of the Red Earth:
American Indians of Colorado. 1996,
Ancient City Press, Santa Fe. An
excellent book which summarizes the
prehistory of Colorado but
concentrates more on historic and
recent customs and events. There is
an abundance of fascinating historic
photographs and well-done maps.
Brian M. Fagan. In the Beginning: an
Introduction to Archaeology. 1994,
Harpers Collins College Publishers,
New York. A basic text concerning
field and laboratory techniques in
archaeology. Tends to emphasize New
World examples.
Brian M. Fagan. Ancient North America:
the Archaeology of a Continent.
1995, Thames and Hudson, London.
A recent and very comprehensive
review of North American prehistory.
Jesse D. Jennings. 1983, W.H. Freeman
and Company, New York. A classic
book concerning the early peoples of
North America. The book is
organized by region and provides
both overviews and specific examples.

Snowbound in the Rockies
Mary Moore’s mother, Christine MacIver, in bunglesome clothes is riding to the tiny village of South Platte.
She is accompanied by her son-in-law, Roy Moore (right), and Mr. Johnson, owner of “Gyp” (left).

Occasionally a historian finds a rare and wonderful source that tells the
story better than she ever can. This is the case with the journal of Mary
Irene Michel Moore written during one of the worst blizzards recorded in
the Front Range and Eastern Plains of Colorado, the storm of November,
1946. Numerous newspaper articles from the time tell the story of stranded
travelers, including the story of the Moores, with Mary’s mother Christine
MacIver. However, it is Mary’s journal, written on a paper sack and scraps
of paper, that truly tells the story of days trapped in a mountain cabin near
the town of South Platte, with food running low, and firewood being
depleted. We are pleased that Mary’s descendants, Mr. and Mrs. George M.
Michel, have allowed us to print her journal entries here. — Kris Christensen
by Mary Irene Michel Moore

Friday, November 1, 1946
We left home about 2:40 pm today.
It seemed like a late summer day,
although there was a whiney tang in
the air — a perfect send-off, we
thought, for our final season’s outing, as we headed in a southwesterly
direction toward our mountain
retreat. Mother, good sport that she
is, was eagerly anticipating the pleasant trip and relaxing twenty-four
hours in the mountains she loves
so well...
Our little cabin was quite comfortable as we entered — much

warmer than we anticipated after
having been closed up for so long,
but we started a roaring fire in the
old “Home Comfort” range to prepare our evening meal. We had
brought some of the trout Roy had
caught in the summer which had
been frozen in the locker, and this
with fried potatoes, vegetable salad,
canned pears and cake constituted
our simple but ample supper. Food
in the mountains, as anywhere in the
great out-of-doors, tastes simply “elegant,” doesn’t it?
We spent a cozy evening; it was
warm inside because of the roaring
fire of fir woods and the large

chunks of wood we had brought
from home. Too, the temperature
outside was moderate, and the
moonlight glorified the fir clad
mountains, and made the outdoors
as bright as day; a beautified evening
in a beautiful spot, the kind one
longs for under the stress of today’s
everyday living, and the peace and
quiet of it all was nothing short of
heavenly! Since we plan to return
early tomorrow afternoon, we are
going to absorb every bit of loveliness of this spot tonight.
To pass the evening, we resorted
to rummy and reading; then, feeling
drowsy, our thoughts turned toward
bed, but first another look at our
beautiful night! We were somewhat
disappointed because we found not
moonlight, but a moon obscured by
clouds; however, the night itself was
still warm.
The wind came up along toward
morning, but we thought nothing of
it because the wind often blows
through those canyons on the South
Platte river; yet imagine, if you can,
our surprise this morning to find
everything covered with a thick,
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white blanket, and great fat f lakes
still coming down thick and fast.
Saturday, November 2, 1946
Roy’s first thought this morning
was to put chains on the car,
for we had decided, because of
the change in the weather, to
leave earlier than we had originally planned. But the chains
didn’t fit the “retreads” very well,
so he had to patch them with
wire, which took him three hours
because of the depth of the snow,
which has already attained a depth
of three feet. After a good, nourishing breakfast (we still had food, and
ample), he decided he’d attempt to
get the car to the road, a distance of
less than a city block; but bear in
mind, please, the snow is getting
increasingly deeper, and there are the
tricky holes and loose gravel to combat. However, since he had the
chains on, we piled our luggage and
summer equipment (the ostensible
reason for our late fall trip) into the
car, and prepared to be on our way
home – but fate decreed otherwise.
After plowing through the snow for
about forty feet, we found ourselves
“bogged down” in one of those
aforementioned holes, and after fruitless efforts to make progress, Mother
and I took some of the luggage and
retraced our steps, with not too
much alacrity, back to the cabin...
Eventually, after nine hours of grueling labor, he reached the road only
to find, after he had stuck the
broom in the snow and it was lost to
view, that we could go no further. So
back to the cabin he trudged
exhausted as he was, bringing our
“duffel” with him in two trips.
Our repast that night was lighter
for we realized the seriousness of our
situation and that the little food we
had left must be rationed, since we
had brought enough for overnight.
Were we downhearted? Far from it,
we were cheerful and hopeful that
surely the morrow would bring a
surcease of the snow. So, with this
encouraging thought, which was
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comforting in the face of our dilemma and lack of food and fuel, we
went to bed.
Sunday, November 3, 1946
Still snowing! And now feet deeper
than ever! We had hoped we’d be
able to leave today, and we’re still
hoping the sun will yet shine, for
food is running low. If we can’t
leave, we must be even more careful,
and cheerfully pull our belts in a
couple of notches...
I’ve neglected to mention how
we’re fighting the cold, which creeps
in around the many cracks and knotholes; not only the cold but the
snow seeps in. We stoke the fire constantly and wear our clothes to bed,
on the top of which we pile everything we can for warmth. But we’re
managing and can still say with good
grace, we have still much for which
we may well be thankful.
Roy made an exploratory trip to
the car and found it nearly covered
but still responsive, so we made an

SOS sign which he hopefully left in a
conspicuous spot on the car...
We retired early so as not to use
too much of our precious and diminishing wood supply, but before we
did, we hung a lighted lantern in the
pine tree before the bin in case a rescue party might perchance be searching for us.
We hung our lantern out in the
night
On the snow-clad bough
of the pine tree;
Hoping as it shed its light,
Some welcome rescuer might see
And save us from our unhappy
plight.
Our ears were attuned
to a familiar sound
Of a motor’s hum, or
the welcome sight
Of a big, yellow snowplow making its round,
Lessening snowdrifts increasing
height.
So, with faith, our lantern we
hung in the night
Knowing that God, above all,
would see its light...

Left: Roy Moore attached this note to the
windshield of his car to draw attention to their
plight.
Below: Roy Moore with his car in front of the
South Platte Hotel after being marooned in the
snow for seven days.

Monday, November 4, 1946
Roy just returned from the car
where he tuned in on the radio and
brought back the news of the severity of the storm in Denver, too. Perhaps that may allay their fears for us;
at least, for some reason or other, we
feel less concerned about it, in fact
relieved for the sake of loved ones
and friends. This is a storm, isn’t it,
but since it snows and snows, I wonder how it can ever snow again...
I wish you could see us; we’re
“characters,” no less! Mother has all
of her clothes on including her
bathrobe, and excluding her coat at
the moment; Roy with coats and
more coats of assorted lengths and
felt hat, as well as burlap leggings;
while I – ah such glamour, such
savoir faire I exhibit in all my
clothes, covered with a flannelette
“nightie,” and a couple of sweaters.
Talk about glamour! We originated
the word!
What do I see? Do my eyes

deceive me, am I dreaming, or is it a
rider on a horse plowing up the little
road to the cabin with the snow way
above the horse’s belly? Why, it’s a
Good Samaritan, to be sure, and he
later said a phone call – an urgent
one – had prompted him to start out
to find us – and he has brought
FOOD! He said it would be several
days probably before we got out,
because both the Douglas and Jefferson County road plows had broken
down, and if and when we do get
out, it might be by horseback...
But still it snows, and it is now
becoming appalling, fearsome, and
yet beautiful...
Tuesday, November 5, 1946
This morning dawned clear, and the
gladsome sight of sunshine made the
winter wonderland even more wonderful than before. The sky is as blue
as the Kodachrome pictures in the
folder of Colorado, and in contrast
to the vast expanse and depth of
snow, it is almost startling...

We had a feast this morning for
breakfast, thanks to our Good Samaritan, Mr. Ed Johnson of South Platte.
We had corned beef hash and more
coffee, but because we’ve been having so little to eat, we don’t have the
propensity and capacity for it that we
formerly had. However, it tasted really good. Before we had finished our
second cup of coffee, Mr. Johnson
once again came plodding
through the deepened
drifts on his faithful
horse, bearing a large
sack of groceries across
his saddle horn...
It took him better
than three hours to
make the three-mile trip,
because the horse again
had to break trail and the
snow in the canyon now
reaches a depth of from
four to six feet.
Tomorrow we plan to
leave here for South Platte,
because our situation is
becoming precarious. Mother will ride the bronco (and
we’ve made her promise no fancy
didoes showing off her horseback riding ability), with Mr. Johnson leading
and Roy and I following a-foot. The
Johnsons are supplying us with the
necessary warm clothing for the trip,
for the clothing we wore up here is
entirely inadequate...
It seems warmer in the cabin
today, so mother and I have been
able to peel off a couple of layers
and do a little washing, consequently
smelling a little less “goaty.”
Oh, dear, its clouding up — can it
be planning to snow again? I do so
hope not, for it was 10 degrees above
zero last night, and as we are in
a storm area, the proposed move
becomes compulsory, especially
with a lowering temperature.
Wednesday, November 6, 1946
This is the day! Arriving early again
this morning, Mr. Johnson has come
to take us out. The dear people in
South Platte, as well as our loved
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ones in Denver, have been so concerned about us; in fact, it seems our
predicament has caused considerable
publicity, even to the U.S. Army. But
let me tell it chronologically.
The clothing Mr. Johnson brought
was a pair of men’s army drawers and
pants for Mother to wear while riding, because it’s going to be a slow
and necessarily long, cold ride to the
tiny village. She was a good sport
about donning them, even the helmet that was a couple of sizes too
small, but would still fasten under
her chin. With as good grace as her
bunglesome clothes permitted, and
the good boos she got from the rear,
off they started with Mr. Johnson
leading “Gyp,” a good little mare,
but temper mental, the result of her
bucking bronco days – while Roy
and I brought up the rear, bedecked
in boots, scarves, and other warm
clothes, and after locking the cabin
door, we turned our backs on it,
leaving it standing forlornly surrounded by huge drifts.
We didn’t attempt to keep up with
the rest, we couldn’t, because we had
to break our own trails through the
deep snow, since the horse’s stride
was longer than Roy’s and his than
mine. It was hard going with the
snow to my waist, and each footstep
practically an excavation into the
drifts, and as a result of this we actually traveled about twice as long as
on the bare ground. We dared not
take our eyes from the narrow trail;
if we did, we’d lose our balance and
tumble into the deep snow. This did
happen a couple of times, but we
brushed ourselves off and plodded
on...
Nearing Eagle Rock, we heard the
drone of a plane to the far east of us,
circling around in the distant blue.
We waved frantically thinking they
might perchance see us (of course we
didn’t know the rescue squad of
Lowry Field had sent it out to find
us), but apparently it didn’t for it disappeared to the south of us. Suddenly it loomed again, this time closer,
and how we waved and shouted, but
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again with our hopes slipping down
to our shoes, it once more disappeared, where each time we never
ascertained, because after each disappearance over our heads, we
immediately applied our thought to
the business of reaching our destination, plodding, ever plodding,
through what seemed endless snow.
With a deafening roar, the plane
we had thought returning to Denver
was f lying again over our heads, and
in recognition of our joyous salutations, he dipped his wings and headed northeast. The fact that he had
recognized our distress signal in
such a thrilling way, and which
recognition meant contact again
with the outside world, was reason
enough for Roy and me to pause in
that narrow trail and weep tears of
joy – our very first let-down...
Thursday, November 7, 1946
Br-r-r, how chilly it was this morning when we jumped out of bed,
but we’re no sissies now. I can tell
you that; we can take it all, snow,
cold, and even hunger for a while at
least.
A call from Denver this morning
assured us more supplies would be
f lown again to us from home around
three o’clock, and promptly at the
scheduled time, the drone of a plane
could be heard in the distance.
The same routine as before was
used because of the altitude and bad
f lying conditions – high flying, then
loss of altitude through circling,
finally the sudden swoop that
seemed to barely graze the treetops.
With a roar the plane “gunned it,” as
the expression goes, dropping a parachute with a huge olive-drab bag
attached… Because of the deep snow,
it [the supply bag] was less accessible;
however, the boys in the air were
faithfully watching the progress
toward its rescue, and not until they
saw Mr. Johnson, who had quickly
saddled “Gyp,” and my husband
headed in the right direction, did
they with their courteous salute
upon our thanks expressed with
shouts and frantic waving, dip their

wings and fly through the blue, blue
skies back to Denver. What a tender
spot we have in our hearts for those
boys and their humanitarian work.
As we opened the contents of the
bag, we recognized them as supplies
sent by our children at home. There
was a mammoth rump roast, a large
pot roast, bread, a variety of other
wholesome foods, plus three dozen
eggs. Imagine if you can, how gingerly we scanned the egg boxes expecting to see scrambled eggs in the raw,
but, believe it or not, not one was
broken after the drop from the
plane. We could hardly believe our
eyes, and of course such miracle
called for an investigation, the outcome of which proved to be a thick,
soft pad on the bottom of the bag…
Highway 285 is a Federal Highway,
which, of course, means it must be
kept open at all times, and since the
road is in Jefferson County, it is the
particular job of this county’s road
commissioner to see that this is the
case… When the work crew had
plowed up Turkey Creek Canyon to
Buffalo Creek, from one end of 285

Left: Roy Moore on
horseback near the
South Platte Hotel with
bag of supplies dropped
by airplane.
Above: Envelope from
relatives that arrived in
the air drop.
Right: Cartoon accompanying a thank-you letter from the stranded
family that was published in the Lowry Field
newspaper.

to the other, an arduous
task, one of the foremen
with his crew, a snowplow and fiveton truck to act as helper, plowed
through that extra five miles to
South Platte. They could so easily
and truthfully have said “we’re tired,
let’s wait another day,” but they
didn’t, bless their hearts. Late Thursday afternoon we were greeted with,
“Where’s the man with the marooned car; we’re going up the canyon to
get it out for him.” It was such a
splendid thing to do after a hard
day’s work, and an even harder task
was ahead of them, for the snow in
the South Platte canyon was deeper
and heavier, and was beginning to

Mrs. Benton had fortified them all
with hot coffee and my husband
with candy and cigarettes, they were
again on their way to further snowplow activities.
Mrs. Benton prepared a good
nourishing dinner for us, and after
tearful farewells, partly from the
strain under which we’d been and
partly from genuine affection and
gratitude, we took our departure,
and again headed home, through
beautiful snow-covered, moonlightdrenched landscape. We three were
thoughtful and quiet as we drove
along, thinking of the experience
we’d been through, which so easily
Thank-you
might have been
fatal, and the real
goodness and
kindness of people, especially in
an emergency.
We were welcomed into the
bosom of our
family emotionally
and with rejoicing,
but some of the
comments of
greeting from
friends were amusing too; such as,
“at your age, and
at this time of
year you should
A small sign of much thanks to the Air Rescue Pilot —
know better than
take such a trip,”
pack. As they crossed the bridge to
and “after you were rescued, why
go up the narrow canyon road, the
didn’t you set fire to the cabin?”
going became immediately harder,
And best of all, “what was it, a puband once or twice they nearly went
licity stunt?” True, we did come in
into the river because of the sharp
for much publicity, through several
curves around which the road
days of radio and newspaper broadturned. However, they kept undauntcasts, even the Associated Press, but
edly on until they finally reached
if we were actually seeking it, I’m
our spot and our car, which was
sure we’d have chosen another
completely submerged under its
means. For I can truthfully say and I
blanket of snow.
believe I can speak for my husband
Toward evening we spied them
and mother too, that rather than
coming slowly down the canyon
gain it through such an experience,
with my husband in the rear driving
I’d prefer to be a little nobody from
the car, which now seemed almost
the West for the rest of my days.
like a member of the family. After
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Edgewater — A

by Irma Wyhs

The city of Edgewater is a small
neighborly town just under one
square mile big, just barely inside
the eastern border of Jefferson
County. Next year, 2001, it will
be 100 years old!
On the 60th anniversary of the
town, Alice Coleman, then-correspondent for the Sentinel newspaper1, wrote her Historical Narrative
which began “This is a love story.”
Coleman went on to explain that
the “romance” was between the
people and their little city, which
had survived the ravages of a
saloon/gambling era, “two wars,
prohibition, the great depression
and many personal trials... to
emerge... triumphant.”
Did those first city fathers know
how triumphant they would be
when they crossed over the Denver
border to face the area where the
glitter from a red-light district
reflected in the pools of water and
forest of cattails of the nearby
-22-

swamp, a swamp where small skiffs
could actually navigate through a
maze of murky waterways. Possibly,
for they were a determined lot.
“The first people who came to
Edgewater were people who came
with their families. They came to
escape the crowded conditions of
Denver, to escape the heavy taxes
of Denver and because building
restrictions made it impossible for
them to build homes (there that)
they could afford.”2
When George Noll came with his
family in 1890 he “shoved his
spade deep into the earth at what
would be his place for life at 2461
Ames Street,” said Alice Coleman.
Records indicate several other
dwellings existed a little further west
but Noll was the first arrival who
would become a permanent resident
as well as a prominent community
leader.
What had been before? Thomas
M. Sloan got more than he bargained for when the small well he

dug activated an underground
spring that produced the 200-acre
Sloans Lake; in winter months
Native Americans came down from
the hills and their wigwams dotted
the northwest edge of the lake. (A
former Wheat Ridge old timer said
they would regularly waylay a baker
as he traveled a scrubby wagon
track with his flour supply from
Denver and persuade him to make
them flapjacks). Along the dusty
stage route and sometime cattle trail
that would one day become Sheridan Boulevard, a hardy widow, Mrs.
Gibson3, opened a stage stop in the
1880s, that served as both a watering hole for cowboys and a rest
stop for weary stage passengers.
In 1891, the famous amusement
park Manhattan Beach opened
on Sloans Lake.
Manhattan Beach would offer
jobs for newcomers who would
move into Edgewater. However,
there was also the down-side.
Beyond the glitz and glamour, was

Romance

“This is a love story” about
the people and their little
city, which survived the ravages of a saloon/gambling
era, “two wars, prohibition,
the great depression and
many personal trials... to
emerge... triumphant.”
Left: Manhattan Beach—Sloan’s Lake
is on the right and Sheridan Boulevard
and Edgewater are on the left.
Below: Inside Noll’s first meat market
in 1912.
All Edgewater photos courtesy of
Edgewater Historical Society

the more seamy element located
on the west side of the high board
fence along Sheridan Boulevard.
Those who were prone to frequent
this side to seek refreshment and
adventure from the many saloons
and other establishments along the
boulevard and lower 25th Street
might run into some of the more
infamous characters among those
populating those red-lit lanes such
as Soapy Smith with his shell game
and Madame Silk with her
“girls.”
People like the Nolls and the
soon-to-arrive Schmidts, Tomlins,
and Gorringes cared less about
the girlie shops, saloons and miscellaneous fishing shacks. They
turned their backs to that and
looked over the fields to the
western horizon and the mighty
Rockies, their faith in the future
as solid as the mountains.
These pioneers liked the look
of space with plenty of elbow
room. As Coleman said, when

they looked across that prairie
where they could build a town,
theirs was not a “mere infatuation”
with the place. The true “romance”
had already begun.
Frank and Elsie Schmidt staked
out some acreage at West 22nd and
Ames Streets where Frank put in
two fish ponds, which he filled
with fish after bringing them down
from the mountains in water-filled
barrels. These supplied his Colfax

Avenue fish market.
Their daughter Emma was the
first baby born in Edgewater. She
married Chris Orum and upon her
death years later her historic home
was preserved and is now managed
by the Edgewater Historical Commission.
Churches arrived. By 1895, a
Methodist mission had already
moved from its small beginning
tent at Depew and 26th Streets to

a larger one on Chase Street. Then
between the “Wets,” led by the
Edgewater is to come before the
at the turn of the century the
saloon keepers, and the “Drys,”
people there for vote on August
Methodists built a small church
led by the cautionary faction, that
17th. The area of the proposed
that would be followed by a much
wanted nothing to do with deciincorporation is 80 acres. It will
larger one which would become a
sions made by saloon keepers. Both
cost considerable money to keep up
focal point for the fast growing
wanted incorporation but disagreed
a city government, but we suppose
community and would remain so
on the time for it and the condithat the people who favor the
for many years.
tions of it.
proposition take into account the
A fine new tworeputation resultroom brick school
ing and the conhouse was convenience of havstructed at 24th
ing plenty of sideAvenue and Eaton
walks and a town
Street so the chilmarshal.”
dren no longer had
In a few years
to go over to the
they did have side
Hollow to the
walks — boardHogs Ranch school
walks, that is — a
at West Colfax
telephone compaAvenue and
ny, new town
Harlan Street.
hall, street lights,
“Water, water
larger school, new
everywhere and not
Catholic church
a drop fit to
and so on. And
drink,” had been a
then, on Decemproblem from the
ber 26, 1908,
In
1920
this
building
at
25th
and
Ames
Street
served
as
a
variety
store
start, the early setManhattan Beach
and post office. It is now the home of the popular Edgewater Inn.
tlers getting their
burned to the
water from a spring
ground, terrifying
at 26th Avenue and Gray Street.
The date of the election to
Edgewater residents as the small
However, in 1903 the spring
decide the issue has been noted
blaze turned into a roaring inferno,
became polluted, resulting in a
over the years as August 18, 1901.
shooting sparks and flames across
typhoid epidemic. The Edgewater
This perhaps happened because a
into the town’s eastern border, the
Mutual Pipeline Company formed
Denver daily on that date said the
heat so intense it buckled shop winby a group of residents laid pipe up
city had been incorporated. Howevdows along Sheridan Boulevard.
25th Avenue and connected with
er, recent research showed August
With the ashes of the amusement
the Denver Water Company’s
18 of that year was on a Sunday. A
park came the death of girlie row
Sheridan main.
perusal of more local papers —
and saloon heaven. Consequently,
In spite of the problems life was
1800s Golden Globe and Transcript
Edgewater rose from those ashes
pleasant in the small town. Chil— by Edgewater Landmarks director,
like the mythical phoenix; things
dren were safe playing in empty lots
Connie Fox, wife of present mayor
improved mightily and the city set
and rolling hoops to the lake, famiJohn Fox, give the date as Saturday
its course for a brighter future.
lies gathered for picnics and card
August 17. The actual papers of
It f lourished financially, Coleparties; fiddler Bill McDougall
incorporation were Dec. 6, 1901.
man said in her book. “So many
played for dances; weddings were a
Newspapers had considerable
households owned autos that it was
town affair with everyone joining
enjoyment addressing the “wars”
necessary to establish a ten-mile-anin. If tragedy struck, the town took
between the two factions as jourhour speed ordinance.”
care of its own.
nalists of the time got into editoriBy this time George Noll had a
Incorporation came in 1901, but
alizing. One of the milder ones
thriving grocery store from which
only after many bitter battles
said, “A proposition to incorporate
he sold gasoline by the can because
-24-

there were as yet no filling stations
nal purposes.” Coleman said there
During the years of WWI and
in the town.
really was no over-indulgence, only
WWII, the city was in the thick of
Another market had a good
“appreciative sips.” There were no
it both “over there,” and on the
butcher business that catered to the
speakeasies either; no taverns. They
home front just as every other city.
likes of “Babe” Didrikson when she
were already gone.
Men left, soldiers fought, some
was at her home just north of the
Churches were thriving. The
died, most returned. Women did
city limits. The famed golfer’s huscity’s marshall and deputies were
bond drives, rolled bandages, wept,
band would call and say, “We’re
respected so much so that even in
prayed, struggled with rationing and
back. Package
rejoiced when
us the usual
their fellows came
cuts.”
home at the end
Water and
of the wars “to
sewer bonds
end all wars.”
were issued for
In the 1950s,
a new water systhe famed and
tem that was
beautiful Louis
built within one
Liebhardt Rose
year and worked
Acres estate — a
so well it was
regular for Denstill being used
ver visitors and
at the time of
rotogravure phoColeman’s book
tographers — was
and even until
sold to land
replacement of
developers, and
the wooden
Edgewater had its
lines being done
first subdivision.
as late as the
Another church
Charter members of the Edgewater Volunteer Fire Department.
1970s.
was added to the
A post office
town when the
was built to replace that in the corthe 1970s word was out not to
Truett Baptist Church was built on
ner of Frank Miller’s grocery store.
“mess with that marshall,” (at the
adjacent land.
Of greater importance was the cretime Bob Gordanier) even though
The Edgewater High School basation of the volunteer fire departby that time his title was police
ketball team became the state chamment, devoted people whose strong
chief.
pions for the second time (first
camaraderie still exists and makes
When the depression years came,
time in 1941 according to “briefs”
for great Santa Clauses riding on
Edgewater’s 1,473 citizens saw each
compiled by historian Barbara
the fire trucks through town on
other through them. Stories abound
McDonald).
Christmas Eve and handing out
of the firemen becoming hunters
KIMN radio station came to
gifts, a rare and distinctive wonder
on the plains and bringing back
town and Ruth Price caused a senof this still-small town.
rabbits which they dispersed to
sation by becoming the first woman
With the roaring twenties came
hungry families. Merchants would
mayor, which made some of the
prohibition, and suddenly a lot of
divvy out some free groceries, a firemale populace jeer — but not for
people began growing grapes by the
wood committee of citizens came
long — and sing — though not for
bushel — but making less jam. Sudback from the mountains with
long — “How ya gonna keep them”
denly there were recipe exchanges,
sawed loads of wood, clothing was
(women/wives) “toeing the line/
some of which lasted through the
handed down and down. The WPA
After they’ve seen Ruth Price?”
years. People in this town can make
projects saw many a family over the
Price proved to be an excellent
wine from dandelion blossoms or
otherwise jobless times as well as
mayor as did the next woman
rhubarb. Of course, it was all made
helping the town with various
mayor, Bonnie Allison, who went
during those dry years for “mediciimprovements.
into the office in 1977. No one
-25-

sang any “funny” songs this time;
along the north side of West 26th
sold as saplings by an enterprising
Allison had already proved herself
Avenue.
farmer to practically every early
as an able councilwoman. (She was
The swamps had long since dishome owner — have earned favorequally proficient later in the Colappeared and homes were built on
able comment by many a visitor
orado legislature.)There were other
the solid turf that replaced them,
and passer-by, several terming the
notable women on the council, too
but there were still flooding probcity “a little garden spot” in an oth— Norma Daly, Betty Anderson.
lems. Under Mayor Allison the city
erwise urban setting.
The city clerk was a woman, Julie
joined with the Urban Drainage
The old post office became too
Boatman, replacing retiring Charles
Coalition and flooding of the lower
small and a new one was built
Fucci, and the
across from the King
first woman for
Soopers and adjathe police force,
cent small strip mall
Linda Aterberry,
put up along West
had been hired.
20th Avenue
A little
between Benton and
known fact conDepew Streets.
cerning CounThe Edgewater
cilwoman Daly
Renewal Authority
and Denver’s
was established. One
infamous
of its talented direc“brown cloud”:
tors was Marie Fox,
It was she who
who helped guide it
addressed the
through some
Edgewater’s first school was made of sod. It was located at Colfax Ave. and Harlan. stormy years. The
“brown cloud”
and initiated the
authority contributed
campaign to “Kill the Cloud,”
southern area was alleviated with
greatly to many of the above prowhich was taken up on both a state
the channel built to drain the flood
jects and helped create the Edgewaand national level, including the
basin along the southern edge of
ter Market Place, which formed a
suggestion to give up driving your
the city near West 18th Avenue.
good tax base, along with the King
private cars one day a week.
The person who once remarked the
Soopers Store.
Concerning the police force, one
city should have been called
In early 1990s, when Joe McDonneeds to mention Henry “Duke”
“Underwater” instead of Edgewater
ald was mayor, the American Office
Smith who was hired out of
was not heard from again.
Equipment building, which had
Lawrence, Kan. to become a vital
The 84-unit senior high rise,
been built by that company in
personality in the force and eventuEdgewater Plaza, was constructed
1975, was acquired for the purpose
ally police chief. Retired in 1990, he
and immediately filled with grateful
of a possible site for a much-needed
4
is still active with law enforcement.
seniors. The only problem after its
new city hall. After considerable
By the time of the nation’s Biopening was with the overly-sensiremodeling the city offices moved
Centennial celebration and Edgewative smoke alarms. Many a fireman
in at 2401 Sheridan Boulevard with
ter’s 75th birthday the improveraced to a scene that revolved
a dedication ceremony on July 29,
ments were enough to fill pages.
around no more than a piece of
1995, presided over by the by-thenThe Edgewater Elementary School
burnt toast. This, obviously, was
mayor, Roger Mariola. He was the
had been enlarged and the Lumberg
soon solved, though it temporarily
same mayor who finalized the joint
Elementary, named for Municipal
caused some frustration as well as
acquisition with Lakewood of the
Judge Frank Lumberg, had been
good-natured joking.
Walker-Branch Park on Harlan
built. Land had been annexed along
With a Tree Board set up in
Street.
various boundaries of the town and
1986, the city received Tree City
Edgewater’s present mayor, John
Jefferson High School was built on
USA in its first-time application for
Fox, has seen the development of
the west; apartment houses went up
the award. The huge elm trees —
the new covenant-controlled hous-26-

Noll’s Grocery and Meat Market at 25th and Sheridan in 1924. Note the wood sidewalks.

ing complex on the south edge of
the city. Called Manhattan Beach,
the homes are already occupied even
as the remaining project is in continuing developmental stage. Fox has
also been the recipient of the governor’s Smart Growth award for his
work with the Metro Mayors’ Caucus to acquire grants for helping
first-time home buyers achieve
affordable housing.
Representatives of American
Legion Post #17, always a strong supporter of the city, along with Fox,
state dignitaries and postal officials
at a special ceremony raised the first
POW MIA flag to be flown at a
post office in the state, May 28,
1998. The present population is
approximately 5,000.
Perhaps the best summation for
the past of Edgewater and on to its
future is still centered around the
feel and safety of “small town,” an

identity which even the new, young
professionals moving into old
restored homes, added-on to in
imaginative and creative ways and,
also, into newly built homes that
retain the “magic” ambiance of the
area, want to maintain.
In 1976, the Diamond Jubilee
brought out the best of the best of
Edgewaterites in designing a city
flag (Annette Wittig), writing a new
history book (Edgewater: Four
Score, Judith Allison) and the following song by Lynne Wise, wife of
former mayor Don Wise: “Some
folks live in a great big city,/ Some
folks live on a farm./ I live in a city,
it isn’t big./ It’s small, it’s warm.
“In our little city we have so
much —/ Friendly neighbors, nice
atmosphere,/ I feel so sorry for
those other folks/ Who can’t say
they live here.
“The hustle and bustle of big city

life/ Will never get me down/ I’m
proud to say/ That Edgewater’s my
home town.”
Because it is locked in by surrounding communities now, this
“love song” for Edgewater may still
hold true years from now.
1Coleman’s column for the Sentinel was
titled “Alice in Wonderland.” She lived on
Benton Street and was a member of the
Benton Street Bunch, a group of neighborhood women who, in typically small-town
fashion, coffee klatsched and spoke of the
news of the day (an invaluable asset for the
correspondent).
2 History compiled in 1951 by L. T. Tautfest
3The stage stop was where the present
Edgewater City Hall is located. Mrs. Gibson’s granddaughter would be Agnes Putnam, a well-known name in the city for
many years.
4 Working as the State Enforcement Coordinator for Occupant Protection, Smith was
responsible for the highly advertised “Do
the Twist” educational car seat buckle-up
program that became a model for national
buckle-up safety.
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JEFFERSON COUNTY HIS
Deanna Rose Leino:
Influencing Students’ Lives
Deanna Leino taught Business
Education at Jefferson High
School in Edgewater for 33 and
1/4 years (she began after
substituting for another teacher in
March 1959). She has also taught
at several area community
colleges and Colorado University
at Denver.
The person who nominated
Deanna Leino, Edith Malenck,
said that former students often
use Ms. Leino, “as a sounding
board —someone they can... talk
to about personal problems. Lots
of these former students are in
their 30s, 40s, and even 50s but
still respect Deanna’s opinion...”
To describe Ms. Leino as active
would be a huge understatement.
Among her leadership roles were
sponsoring the Office
Occupation Program at her high
school, supervising students in
part time positions; inaugurating
the Future Business Leaders Club,
the Future Nurses Club, the Red
Cross Club, and the Domestic
Exchange Club. This last
organization raised funds each
year to send 30 students to other
parts of the nation to study.
Many students who came to
Jefferson High from the East
Coast (in the exchange
procedure) still stay in contact
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with Ms. Leino.
She herself has participated in
28 professional and service clubs,
Photo Courtesy of

Deanna Rose Leino

including Delta Pi Epsilon, an
honorary business fraternity;
Opera Colorado Guild; and
Professional Secretaries
International.
Deanna has been on her high
school Wall of Fame since 1982,
has been nominated Colorado
Teacher of the Year three times,
and is listed in “5,000 Notable
Personalities of the World.” She
has had four Who’s Who
selections, including “Who’s Who
Among American Women.”

Among her other 23 awards are
“the Rocky Mountain News”
“Teacher Who Makes A
Difference” designation (1990),
the Distinguished Teacher Award
from Jefferson County School
Board (1980), and the Lakewood
Optimist Club 1993 Youth
Leader Award. She has bachelors
and masters degrees from the
University of Denver. She has
published several newspaper
features and a short story. One
article, about note taking, was
adapted from a popular program
she developed which prepared
students for college.
Ms Leino has always believed
that work experience is vital to a
teacher, and consequently she has
held over a dozen part time jobs
outside of teaching, including
that of Computer Technician
with the Bureau of Mines.
She has raised an adopted son,
Michael Bonan, who is presently
a freshman in college, and her
hobbies include world travel, cake
decorating, embroidery, and
enjoying classical music.
Deanna Leino had a significant
influence on hundreds of
students who have gone on to
accomplished careers and who
continue to stay in touch with
her.

TORIC HALL OF FAME
Adolph Coors: The Man, The Myth
Adolph was born in 1847 in Barmen, now a suburb of Wuppertal,
Germany. Soon after, the family
moved to Dortmund where
Adolph’s father worked as a master
flour miller. At 14, Adolph found
his life’s work as an apprentice at
the Henry Wenker Brewery.
Tragically for Adolph and his
younger brother and sister, their
parents died the following year. His
position at the brewery became a
means of survival. As an apprentice,
he received food, clothing and a
place to live; the son of the brewery’s owner became his mentor.
Adolph also earned some money by
working nights as the brewery’s
bookkeeper, adding to his knowledge of brewing and passion for his
craft.
When Adolph was 21, war and
unrest caused him to seek opportunity in America. In 1868, he arrived
as a stowaway in the United States
with only his dream of a brewery of
his own.
The young immigrant hired on
as the foreman at the Stenger Brewery in Naperville, Illinois in 1869. It
is said that the brewery proprietor
had three daughters and saw his
new foreman as a future son-in-law.
Adolph seemed not intrigued and
continued westward.
Adolph came to Denver in 1872
to pursue his dream in earnest.
Within a month, he became a partner in a Denver bottling company.
By year’s end he was its sole owner.
On Sundays, Adolph walked

around the town of Golden, planning his brewery. When wide-eyed
fortune hunters combed the Rockies in search of gold, Adolph’s
thoughts were on water, the key to
perfect beer. He found it in the
Photo Courtesy of Coors Brewery

Adolph Coors

Clear Creek valley east of Golden.
The site of an abandoned tannery
was the place to launch his new
enterprise.
Adolph joined with Jacob
Schueler in 1873, to open “The
Golden Brewery.” Schueler provided
$18,000 for the venture, while
Adolph contributed his $2,000 savings, his expertise and his enthusiasm.
Knowing how to market his
good beer, he shipped it in box
cars to early settlers of other Western territories and in mule-pulled
wagons to thirsty miners in the

foothills. The business was turning
a profit in less than a year. By
1880, Adolph bought out his partner and became the brewery’s sole
owner.
By 1890, the brewery produced
17,600 barrels annually, up from
just 3,500 barrels 10 years earlier.
Firmly established, the company
thrived over the next decade,
despite a national depression, a devastating f lood and the growing
threat of Prohibition.
On January 1, 1916, Prohibition
became a reality in Colorado.
Adolph and his three sons kept the
brewery open and profitable during
what became 18 long, dry years.The
family’s porcelain business in Golden, established before Prohibition,
blossomed. Orders for his highly
regarded products - from cooking
ware to scientific items - came from
around the country. Brewing equipment was kept busy with several
popular food products, including
malted milk and a beer called Mannah.
Coors was more fortunate than
most U.S. brewers. Of the 1,568
breweries operating in 1910, only
750 reopened after Prohibition was
repealed in 1933.
Although Adolph died in 1929
before Prohibition ended, he lived
long enough to know his company
would prosper. His son, Adolph Jr.,
assumed control of the business.
When Prohibition was repealed,
beer flowed through the Golden
brewery once again.
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The former Sawmill Gulch bridge on
Highway 74 between Morrison and Idledale

A farmhouse in north-east Jefferson County

HISTORICAL COMMISSION
TO DOCUMENT COUNTY
by Cathleen Norman

Jefferson County’s rural areas and
small historic towns are being documented through a Cultural
Resource Survey. This multi-year
effort is identifying, photographing
and researching ranches, farm-houses, tourist cabins, lodges and commercial buildings in various parts of
the County.
The first phase focused on the
northern plains and on Bear Creek
Canyon below Evergreen. The project created a report about the
county’s historic themes, such as
agriculture, transportation, logging,
mining and quarrying, and tourism.
Another report contains brief

descriptions and photographs of
some 100 historic properties that
merit further documentation and
evaluation. A list of these 100
places is being provided to the Jefferson County Planning and Zoning Department, which will integrate them into their electronic
maps. When a development application comes in, the Jefferson
County Historical Commission will
be notified if it affects any of the
historic places.
Transportation and ranching
were two of the county’s earliest
industries, and contributed to construction of properties on the
plains and in the mountains. Jeffer-

Idledale photos by Cathleen Norman

son County served as a gateway to
the mining regions during Colorado’s first mineral rush in the
late 1850s and early 1860s. While
little gold was found in our county,
farmers grew produce and ranchers
produced meat for markets in the
mining camps of neighboring
Gilpin and Clear Creek Counties.
Enterprising road builders constructed toll roads through Jefferson County into the mining districts, and local ranchers raised livestock to pull stagecoaches and wagons along these routes.
Tourism was a major force in
the county’s western mountains in
the early decades of the twentieth
A typical house in Idledale
with stone first floor

Tourist cabin in Idledale
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Foxton Post Office in the
North Fork National Historic District

Henry Patrick House
in Genesee Park

Photos by Milly Roeder

SPONSORS PROJECT
’S HISTORIC PLACES
century. The City of Denver created a system of mountain parks
beginning around 1914. These
scenic spots attracted droves of visitors and many of these “automobile tourists” bought lots and built
summer cottages of their own. For
instance, the entire town of Kittredge was developed in 1925 by
Denver investor Charles M. Kittredge as a trout fishing resort.
Many of these tourist homes are
being evaluated as potential landmark properties.
Phase I of the Cultural
Resource Survey was funded by a
$10,000 grant from the State Historical Fund, the gaming fund, and

by $5,000 provided by Jefferson
County. Subsequent project phases
will examine each of the county’s
3,938 residences and commercial
buildings built prior to 1951. It
also will include historic barns,
schoolhouses, and grange halls, as
well as irrigation ditches, wagon
roads, railroad beds, mines, and
stone quarries. Eight examples are
shown on these pages. Two others
are featured in this publication —
the Baehr Lodge in Pine Valley on
page 4 and the Alkire House on
page 44. The Historical Commission this summer was awarded a
$4,600 grant from the Scientific
and Cultural Facilities District

(SCFD) to continue the survey
project and will receive $10,000
from the county. These funds are
being used as cash match for a
$40,000 grant request from the
State Historical Fund.
Cathleen Norman, a professional
historian and 20-year resident
of the county is performing the
survey work.
If you would like more information
about the project or would like to
provide information about your historic
property, please call Cathleen Norman at
303-985-2599 (e-mail prespub@sni.net) or
Milly Roeder at 303-969-9159
(e-mail eferoeder@aol.com)

The Urmston School and Grange
on Highway 285 near Shaeffer’s Crossing

A silo in northeastern Jefferson County
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Museums in Jeffco

25 Years of Hiwan Homestead Museum
Last year, on June 29, the Hiwan
Homestead Museum in Evergreen
celebrated its 25th anniversary with
a big birthday cake cut by Connie
Fahnestock, who was the museum’s
first administrator, and John Steinle,
its present administrator. Speeches
were made and the history of
Hiwan Homestead was reminisced.
The Cats Meow Quartet serenaded,
and the opening of 1974 was recreated by Boy Scout Troop 888 with
the presentation of a new flag.
A stranger coming to Evergreen
might presume that the whole community is called Hiwan. Not true,
but at one time it could have been
a close call. Today the territories
known as Hiwan Hills, the Island
at Hiwan, Hiwan Broadmoor, the
Hiwan Country Club, and the
ridge at Hiwan arc all the remnants
of a gigantic ranch that extended
all the way to Central City, an
immense spread of 30,000 acres.
The headquarters of this enterprise was a log homestead that has
been preserved as a museum on
Timbervale Drive, at the corner of
Meadow Drive, just north of down-32-

town Main Street. This Evergreen
home, which began as a simple
one-room hut around 1880, is now
a 17 room, 7 fireplace expanded
structure with sturdy timber beams,
and cubicles of quaint purposes. In
addition to leisure rooms, dining
rooms, bedrooms, and an old
kitchen, there is a tack room for
livery implements, a “school room”
which is a replica of an old school
house, and an upper-level chapel,
where services were held every day,
while an early owner, Reverend
Charles Winfred Douglas was in
residence. The chapel is sometimes
used today for weddings.
This museum is really a “compound,” consisting of five separate
buildings: the main house, a housekeeper’s cabin (both built around
85 years ago), a picturesque stone
house. A building called “Eric’s
House,” was originally a “baby
house,” made for a nanny and
child in 1897. It was enlarged to
provide a home for Eric and his
family when he grew up and married.
The log structure, its architecture

described in “rustic style,” began
when the widow of a Civil War soldier, Mary Neosho Williams, visited
the Evergreen area and liked the
locale. She had many friends up to
visit, and she put up some wood
floor tents in the meadow next to
her home to accommodate guests.
A replica of those tents still sits in
that meadow. Mrs. Williams called
her residence Camp Neosho, her
middle name. What we would call
a lodge or resort was called a camp
in those 19th century times. It took
a stagecoach or wagon two days to
ease up the rudimentary roads
from Denver.
Mrs. Williams’ daughter,
Josepha, was one of the earliest five
woman doctors in Colorado at the
end of the 19th century. In 1891,
Dr. Jo, as she was affectionately
called by patients and friends, and
Dr. Madeleine Marquette established the Marquette-Williams Sanitarium to which they added probably the first nurses training school
in Colorado one year later. Josepha
married Reverend Charles Winfred
Douglas, an Episcopalian preacher,

writer of hymns and a skilled organist. Josepha and her husband
founded what later became the
Church of the Transfiguration —
still standing in Evergreen. Canon
Douglas sponsored summer gatherings of religious leaders for seminars on liturgical music. Eric was
their son.
A family named Buchanan from
Oklahoma bought the property in
1938 after Dr. Jo died, and that is
the clan that expanded the acreage
and called it Hiwan. Hiwan may
sound like an Indian name but it is
Anglo-Saxon, meaning “members of
a family household.”
In the early 1970s, the Hiwan
Homestead Ranch was bought by a
developer Hurst. The newly founded Jefferson County Historical
Society began its fund raising effort
to “Save the Homestead.” On April
4, 1974, it was listed in the National Register of Historic Places “to
protect cultural and environmental
heritage,” and Jefferson County
Open Space purchased the property
as its 5th acquisition in 1975. The
museum was opened on August 3
of that year. Soon after that, Con-

nie Fahnestock began a program
for school children. What followed
was “phenomenal success.”
The chief feature of this museum
is much more than a repository of
fascinating relics. In addition to its
300 local history files, 350 volumes
historical library, and its unparalleled collection of 5,000 valuable
photos from early Jefferson County
(all catalogued), this is a working
institution.
Visitors can learn about carpentry and printing in Jock Spence’s
workshop. Spence was the skilled
artisan who worked on the building
for over thirty years, constructing
rooms with interiors that resemble
boat hulls. Over 250 volunteers act
as guides for after school programs
for youngsters, for a Discovery
Days summer camp, for off-site
slide shows in community centers,
and for fourth grade hands-on daily
field trips. A school excursion is
scheduled for nearly every morning
of the school years from 10 a.m. till
noon.
According to Education Coordinator Sue Ashbaugh, hands-on
means that the elementary school

Above left: The Hiwan Homestead Museum started as a one-room hut built
about 1880. It was purchased by Josepha Douglas in 1893, who occupied it
with her family until 1938. It was then purchased by the Buchanan family and
subsequently sold to Jefferson County Open Space. It was opened as a
museum in 1975.
Below: The Douglas family gathered at the woodpile.

children combine brown sugar, cinnamon, cloves, flour, and apple
cider, then bake it in a 1920s oven
to make “journey cake,” a staple
that settlers used when traveling.
The students also card wool, by
breaking up the wool cut from
sheep before spinning it into yarn
on an ancient wheel. Afterward
they dive into a “treasure chest”
filled with over 50 pioneer daily-use
items such as a hair-waiving iron,
pantaloons, and a potato ricer.
They try to guess at the function
of each device, toy, or garment.
To climax the hands-on experience, students sit on rough hewn
benches with foot-square writing
slates, sing a patriotic song or two,
and absorb a lesson by a docent
dressed in a period costume, who
tells about vital events 125 years
ago at the homestead’s beginnings.
Today, administrator of this beehive of area history is John Steinle,
who came from Ohio eight years
ago. Museum hours are customarily
from noon to five pm; there is no
fee, and it is closed Mondays.
By Jerry Grunska

Below: Josepha Douglas, one of the first
women to earn a medical degree in
Colorado and a much-loved figure in
the community, shown on snow shoes.
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RAILROAD MUSEUM

One hundred and twenty years ago,
right after Colorado emerged from
territorial status to join the Union,
the new state could be characterized
in the following manner: “A railroad
runs through it.” From afar, and
even up close, the mountains look
too formidable for Iron Horses to
climb. But climb they did, inching
through thick pine forests, chugging
gingerly over spindly trestles,
burrowing inside ominous tunnels,
and winding up craggy gulches on
precarious “benches” chiseled from
rock.
-34-

Then they stopped. After WWI,
nearly all the trains died and many
of the tracks were pulled up. But
they didn’t disappear altogether.
Railroad men wouldn’t let them.
Now their heavy belches of
sulphurous coal smoke take place at
museums like the one on 44th
Avenue in Golden, across the tracks
from the Coors Brewery,
up the hillside from Clear Creek,
between North and South Table
Mountains. The siding where seven
narrow gauge (tracks three feet wide)
and seven standard gauge (rails four

feet 8 1/2 inches apart) engines
repose is historic in itself, because
it is perched where the first tracks
were laid on the way up the creek
and on to Central City. The steam
engines at the museum are fired
up several times a year for trips
on a loop around the yard, like
oversized model trains, carrying
passengers in cars such as a
Billmeyer & Small coach built in
1880 for the Denver & Rio
Grande Western rail line.
Jeanine Stahl is the “ticket
agent,” and she sells museum
passes out of a barrel window in
the office which is built like a
Burlington depot from early in
the 20th century, $4 for adults.
“Little kids come with their eyes
wide. Some of the adults literally
worship the stuff out in the yard.
They get a glimpse of it from
their autos and they rush right
in,” Stahl remarked.
Miles Kendall, a visitor from
Pueblo, asked, “Have you ever
been on steam?” It’s a question all
rail enthusiasts use as a greeting.
Miles wore a cap with Colorado
Midlands insignia (a standard
gauge road that poured through
tunnels from Colorado Springs,
penetrated the Continental Divide
above Leadville, and passed over
to Aspen). “I wasn’t a railroader
myself, but my grandfather was an
engineer,” Kendall said. “I like to
follow the traces, the old roadbeds,
throughout the mountains. The
places they went are unbelievable.”
Shirley Frings, from Lucedale,
Mississippi, walked around the yard,
her two girls clambering up into a
big-stack engine and clanging the
bell. Shirley had on a T-shirt that
said, “Manitowoc Cranes.” She was
a crane operator. “My granddad was
a conductor on a narrow gauge in
Virginia City, Nevada,” she said, her

Photos courtesy of Colorado Railroad Museum

eyes shining. “I never get enough of
these miraculous things. When
they’re fired up they are alive. Now,
they have a dinosaur look. My
husband went to a Rockies’ game,
but I am here,” Frings added, “I
could live in a caboose.”
Although the museum is basically
a static outdoor display, with 17
passenger coaches and 37 freight cars
“resting” on trackage (the Coors
Brewery was one of the first
companies to stimulate the
invention of refrigerators cars),
several absorbing elements are
indoors. Many photos and emblems
cling to the walls of the “station.”
Also inside the depot are racks of
books on railroading, over 2,000
titles, from Rutland Road in
Vermont and Erie, Lackawanna in
New York to the Quanah, Acme &
Pacific (Texas) and the Alaska &
Yukon.
The main depot also houses glass
cases filled with photos of Colorado
lines, spectacular switchbacks up
huge mountains, the monumental
Moffat Tunnel under Rollins Pass,
and feeder rails into rough and
tumble mining camps. The struggles
up steep inclines, frozen by the
camera, resemble the tale “The Little
Engine That Could.”
Downstairs is a fine panorama of

model railroaders, with terrain like
the challenging mountains nearby.
Kenton Forrest, “across the
tracks,” in the Robert Richardson
Library (opened in 1997) supervises
a collection of 10,000 volumes and
200 periodicals, with maps, station
blueprints, timetables, and ancient
orders. “A few are writing books,
very specialized things such as water
tower construction, signal tower
variations, and trestle building.
Most, though, are just hobbyists,
simply obsessed with bygone trains.”
Forrest Kenton went on to explain
that most of the material now
catalogued was at one time just
jumbled in box cars outside. “We
still got a lot of organizing to do,”
he said. “There are over 20,000
photo prints, plus another 5,000
negatives.”
The library itself is named for the
founder and first director of the
museum, Robert Richardson of
Alamosa. Richardson and a friend,
Cornelius Hauck, began assembling
discarded railroad equipment in the
Alamosa yards, shortly after
Colorado’s myriad lines shut down.
“Dedicated to Preserving... a tangible
historical record of Colorado’s
flamboyant railroad era...” reads an
informative booklet.
The Rocky Mountain Railroad

Foundation was formed in 1958, and
the trains were moved to Golden.
Some of the rolling stock was
purchased, much has been added
since the opening, and a good
portion of the exhibits have been
donated by the railroads themselves
as they passed out of existence.
Visitors from outside the area are
encouraged to inquire about the trio
of “Galloping Geese:” a Buick, Ford
and Pierce truck from the 1930s.
These converted gasoline vehicles
were fitted with railroad wheels
and driven as mail and passenger
conveyances on lines in the
southwestern part of the state
when there wasn’t enough cargo
for expensive engines. Heaving trains
ate tons of coal.
“The museum will never be
finished,” librarian Forrest insisted.
“Cars and engines are being restored
all the time by over 30 volunteers.
Right now we’re proudest of a fourstall roundhouse that is being built
on the property. I found the original
architect’s drawing: the turntable
came from the Burlington shops in St.
Francis, Kansas.” — By Jerry H. Grunska
The museum is located at
17155 West 44th Avenue, Golden, CO 80402
303-279-4519 or 800-365-6263
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HAZEL HUMPHREY
HOUSE MUSEUM
“Any donation of antiques
would be an invasion,” says curator Bill Thinnes. “We couldn’t
accept them. The house is
almost a sacred relic from a century ago. It contains nothing
that wasn’t Hazel’s. And Hazel
spent a lifetime collecting and
saving.”
That is an understatement.
The log home on Soda Creek
Road out of Bergen Park is just
as Hazel Humphrey left it when
she died at 78 in 1995. It is a
sedate and compact storehouse
of her possessions. Depending
upon one’s point of view, the
place is either a monumental
hoard of clutter or else it is a
treasure trove of priceless antiquities. Mouths gape when visitors gaze at the number of
objects stuffed in every cranny
of the twelve rooms, a 4,000
-36-

square foot receptacle.
Not all of the keepsakes represent incalculable wealth, though.
A diminutive pantry - one is at
pains to turn around in it - is
crammed with canned goods,
household items, and homemade
preserves. That is, Hazel evidently gathered food too and used it
sparingly, leaving lots of it on
f loor to ceiling shelving. There
are also unopened cans of maintenance items from the 1920s
and 30s: Johnson’s Wax, Cusco
Copper Cleaner, Arm & Hammer Washing Soda, and Pearl
Stove & Polish.
The food on the pantry
shelves includes 46 Mason jars of
strawberry and cherry jelly. They
were lined up in careful rows as
much as 70 years ago and never
opened. Fourteen half-pint jars
of maraschino cherries, commer-

cially produced. They
were favorites of Hazel’s.
A newspaper writer
said that stepping across
the threshold was like
dropping into another
century: “It is a rustic
dwelling, frozen in
time.” The wooden
f loors creak. “I wouldn’t
alter that for the world,”
curator Thinnes says. “It
adds atmosphere.”
The Humphrey House
is less than a mile off
the beaten track, but it
appears to be a quaint
structure from the past,
almost hidden in a picturesque gulch called
Soda Creek just north
of Bergen Park’s Highway 74. It is actually
down the hill from
Fillius Park. The building is set back from the road
about 30 yards, and a sign over
the entrance reads “Kinnikinnik
Ranch” what the Humphreys
called it when they bought it.
J.J. Clark, the first owner of
the cabin was a miner and supply store proprietor from Central
City, later a state senator. The
Clarks remained in the home
till 1920, when it was sold.
“Logs were hand-hewn from
trees felled on the property, and
a small sawmill was set up at a
nearby spring to cut lumber and
fashion roof shingles,” an article
reported.
The 1920 purchasers were
Lucius Edward Humphrey and
his wife Hazel. Hazel, whose
maiden name was Hammer,
came from Chicago, and she
traced her ancestors back to 1630
in England. Early relatives fought

Far left: Hazel
Humphrey House
Museum, “a rustic
dwelling, frozen in
time.”
Left: The croquet
court is available for
weddings, concerts
and other events.
The summer house
is in the background.
Left: Photo courtesy of Hazel Humphrey Museum

in the Revolutionary War. The
Humphreys restored and expanded
the home over the years, without
removing the ranch sign. They had
a daughter, also named Hazel, who
was four years old when the family
moved in. It can be said that the
Humphreys were movers and
savers. They revered the past and
avidly collected old things, and
they never threw out new things
either. Daughter Hazel, who
did not marry, inherited those
tendencies, too.
Walls, cupboards, cabinets,
drawers, closets, tables all are
chock full of bric-a-brac and
mementos. The modest size
10 x 12 foot dining room alone
contains over 3,000 artifacts, up
the walls to the ceiling, and even
hanging from that ceiling.
Lucius Humphrey and his wife
did several remarkable things.
Lucius was a newspaperman, and
he made the daily commute to
Denver over Lookout Mountain
in a f livver, a cheap motor car.
It took him 2 1/2 hours one way,
which meant that he was in his
auto bumping and crawling for

Above: Photo by Milly Roeder

five hours a day. Even though the
radiator may have gurgled because
of the climb, Hump Humphrey
was reported to have missed work
only three days in 25 years.
Another thing the pair did was
travel to England and Scotland
aboard the Cunard Lines “Lusitania,” before the turn of the century. The Humphreys moved in high
society over there. Six invitations
include lunch and tea with titled
people such as the Countess of
Aberdeen, the Duchess of Southerland, the Bishop of London, and
Queen Victoria herself.
Six invitations? Yes, they are all
saved, as are hundreds of other
pieces of correspondence, formal
dinner engagements, wedding
notices, and the like. Some are in
bulging scrapbooks, but many are
in several dozen Indian baskets, a
veritable trove of memorabilia.
The baskets themselves are doubtless worth $1,000 each.
There is a player piano, bought
in 1920 for $1,050 — the receipt
sits on the keyboard. It is probably worth fifteen times that today.
There are 432 equally valuable

music rolls. There are also numerous complete dinnerware sets, with
stunning pictures of castles. There
are 24 delicate China tea sets and
just as many miniature ceramic
Hopi hogans that fit in the palm
of a hand. Five hundred books
grace the hallway cases, complete
works of Bulwer-Lytton, Stevenson,
Irving, and Dickens. Another couple hundred supremely embroidered table cloths and place mats
are in bureau drawers. The bulk of
this array is astounding. It might
be said that the Humphreys had
preservation mania.
The yard in front is modeled on
British landscaping principles, with
a proper garden, paths lined in
stone, and a sixty by thirty yard
croquet court, confined by
restored stone walls. At present,
this court is available for weddings, concerts and other events.
If homo sapiens started as
hunter/gatherer, then the
Humphreys and their daughter
evolved as collector/gatherers,
and their dedication is on display
in this unusual dwelling.
— By Jerry Grunska
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HISTORIC DESIGNATIONS

Golden Welcome Arch
Photo by Milly Roeder

Driving along Washington
Avenue in downtown Golden, one
is greeted by the gently curved
Welcome Arch. The arch is made
up of beams of steel and two big
plates of steel. A rectangle says
“Where the West Lives” in white
writing on a fake wood
background. At first the words
were going to be “Where the West
Begins!” The lettering is quite
unique and was hard to duplicate
for the 1979 restoration. Although
it has been said that the arch was
patterned after the Denver
welcome arch that stood near
Union Station, the two signs have
-38-

nothing in common except that
they span a street.
The idea for the arch came from
Lu Holland, the newly elected
president of the Golden Chamber
of Commerce, in December 1948.
The lighting ceremony was on
March 24, 1949. Governor Lee
Knous along with 6,000 people
showed up for the ceremony and
parade. Some people did not like
the arch when it was put up and
many times people wanted to tear
it down. It was called “Holland’s
Tunnel” by some and was shot
at in the early 1960s. An Arch
Committee with an Arch hotline

in 1979 found out that most
people wanted it saved and
restored.
The arch looks today much
as it did in 1949. The wording
changed from Where the West
Remains to Where the West Lives
because they didn’t want it to
sound like Golden was the remains
of the west.
The Golden “Welcome Arch”
was designated to the State
Register of Historic Properties
on June 14, 2000. The nomination
was researched and written by
Rose Kalasz, age 10..

Queen of Heaven
Cabrini also recognized the
needs of all inner city children;
an estimated 14,000 to 20,000
Mother Frances Xavier Cabrini,
girls lived at Queen of Heaven
founder of the Missionary Sisters
Orphanage between 1902 and
of the Sacred Heart, came to
1967.
Denver in 1902 at the behest of
During her travels to the mining
Archbishop Matz to minister to
communities,
the growing
Mother
population of
Cabrini
Italians in
discovered the
Colorado,
site on the
particularly in
east flank
North Denver.
of Lookout
She rented the
Mountain that
three-story
she purchased
Notary house
in 1909 as a
at the corner
th
summer camp
of 34 and
for the girls
Navajo. The
at Queen
first f loor was
of Heaven
used for school
Orphanage.
rooms, the
Two stone
second floor
barns and a
served as
spring house,
Photos by Milly Roeder
housing for the
The girls living at the Queen of Heaven orphanage aided in the construction of
dating from
Sisters, and the
the stone house by gathering stones on the slope of Jackson Gulch and bringing
the 1890s were
first orphans
them in a donkey cart to the building site.The Stone House has served as a
used initially.
were housed on
retreat house for groups of all denominations since 1969.
The large
the third floor.
railroad construction. Industrial
coach barn provided shelter for
This facility was quickly
accidents, tuberculosis, childbirth,
the girls during the summer and
outgrown. In 1904 Mother Cabrini
and residual malaria took a
for three Sisters who resided there
purchased several acres of land
drastic
toll
on
the
adult
Italian
year round, caring for livestock.
with a large frame farmhouse at
th
population, leaving many children
Chickens, hogs, donkeys and cows
the corner of 48 and Federal
in need of a home. Mother
provided (continued on page 44)
Boulevard for Queen of Heaven
Orphanage. In 1921 a large
four-story brick building was
completed on this property and
The Upper
Barn, a large
was home to the orphans until
coach barn,
it was phased out in 1967 when
was conthe State of Colorado mandated
structed of
native stone.
foster care for the children.
The Lower
By 1910 the Italian
Barn, is an
population in Colorado
outstanding
example of a
numbered 24,000. A few of the

By Edna Fiore, Historian,
Morrison Heritage Museum

newly arrived workers found
employment in agriculture, but
because of the language barrier
and a restricted level of education,
the majority of the Italian men
were employed in the hazardous
occupations of mining and

“bank barn.”

Two Arvada National Historic Districts
Photos by Milly Roeder

Like many others, Louis Reno,
enticed by fertile farmland,
brought his family to Arvada on
an ox-drawn cart in 1863. He
settled on land next to that owned
by Benjamin F. Wadsworth. When
the Colorado Central railroad was
constructed through the area in
1870, Reno and Wadsworth
platted present Arvada’s Old

Town. At first only a few houses
were built close to the core.
Slowly, more people moved into
the area and neighborhoods began
to expand into adjacent areas.
The Reno Park Addition, which
covered the area between 57th
Avenue and the railroad tracks and
Wadsworth Boulevard and Allison
Street, was parceled by developer

Stocke/Walter Addition — 6801 Grandview Ave. Built 1902.
The front gable is clad with variegated decorative shingles.

Elbert P. Argersinger on farmland
owned by Louis Reno. To attract
potential new home owners, he
graded streets, dug a well and
constructed a water tower. Among
the first residents of the Reno
Park Addition in the 19th century
were Henry and Wilhelmina
Juchem, who belonged to one of
the town’s most prominent

Stocke/Walter Addition — 7011 Grandview Ave. Built 1904.
This front gable has a Palladian motiv triple window.

Left: 5701 Yukon Street Built 1909.This one-story brick terrace building
displays a Mission Revival influence in its twin arched parapets with coping.
Above: Stocke/Walter Addition 7001 Grandview Ave. Built 1893.
Queen Anne Style.
Right: Arvada Water Tower. Built 1910.

families and were active
community participants. Their
two-story frame house at 5610
Yarrow Street was built in 1889
with a stone foundation, and a
balcony with Queen Anne style
elements above a wrap-around
porch with columns. The
interurban electric railway began
to run between Arvada and
Denver by December 1901 and
provided easy transportation for
local residents. The streetcar was
then extended to Leyden for coal
miners to ride. This raised new
interest in people wanting to live
in the neighborhood that boasted
Classic Cottage and Bungalow
style houses. Growth in the Reno
Park Addition slowed in the
1920s and 1930s. A home was
constructed in the International
style at 5720 Zephyr Street with
an asymmetrical, stepped facade,
a flat roof, casement windows and
flat wall surface with horizontal

lines. The neighborhood
was built out in 1953,
with two houses in the
Modern Style. According to
historians Tom and Laurie
Simmons, “the Reno Park
neighborhood continues to
represent the city’s historic legacy
as a thriving residential area of
solidly built, well preserved
historic houses.” A second
subdivision, First Addition to
Reno Park, was platted on
October 1, 1890.
The Stocke/Walter Addition is
named after its two creators. Mary
Stocke platted the area between
Saulsbury Street, Ralston Road
and Grandview Avenue on March
17, 1904 in response to impending
incorporation of the town. Sophia
Walter’s plat was laid out with
eleven lots between Ralston Road
and Grandview Avenue, east of
Reed Street on September 1, 1920.
The preferred architectural style in

this area appears to have been
Classic Cottage. Like the Reno
Park Addition, the Stocke/Walter
Addition also benefitted from
construction of the Colorado
Central Railroad between Golden
and the Kansas Pacific line in
Denver and later the interurban
electric railway. Both systems
facilitated access to Denver for
Arvada residents and workers
while allowing them to live in
“one of the most desirable of all
the suburban towns of Denver in
which they live,” as a reporter of
the Denver Post in 1902 saw it.
The Reno Park Addition was
listed as a National Historic
District in the National Register
of Historic Places on September
29, 1999. The Stocke/Walter
Addition was listed there on
September 24, 1999.
(Adapted from NRHP forms, May 1999.)
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Drawings by Ruth Van Sant Koons

Denver Federal Center
Two buildings at the Denver Federal Center were listed in the
National Register of Historic
Places. An Emergency Operations
Center of the Office of Civil
Defense was housed in the first of
the designated structures, a Quonset hut that was built in the early
1960s. It is named after Quonset
Point Naval Air Station at North
Kingston, Rhode Island, where it
was manufactured by the

Davisville Construction Battalion
Center. Planned to be used in
France in WWI, the building was
first designed in Britain as the Nissen Bow Hut. The prefabricated,
half-cylindrical structure was covered with corrugated sheet metal,
and at the Federal Center an additional thick layer of earth was
added to serve as a shelter for government officials in case of an
emergency or a nuclear attack.

During and after WWII, Quonset
huts were used for temporary
housing in many places. The
strong and versatile building was
popular with the Seabees, the
members of the U.S. Navy’s construction battalions, who could
build one in one day. The “austere
appearance”’ of this Quonset hut
“conveys a strong sense of its
importance in the role of basic
survival... and association with the
Photos by Milly Roeder
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Cold War era,” according to Karen
Waddell of the General Services
Administration (GSA). In 1969,
the building was replaced with the
more resistant, permanent Building 710 and, used occasionally for
training of local fire fighters, was
generally left unoccupied. The
Quonset hut was listed in the
National Register of Historic
Places on December 16, 1999.
The other designated structure,
Building 710 was erected by the
Army Corps of Engineers to
replace the Quonset hut and to
better meet requirements in case
of a nuclear attack. This and similar buildings in other regions, in

the words of Karen Waddell, “were
designed as mounded, underground structures, built and
equipped to ensure protection for
the occupants against the worst...
nuclear attack... (and) to contain
food and supplies for up to 30
days. Water was obtained from
underground wells... each building
was self sufficient.” Building 710
has two stories and is about
36,000 square feet large. It was
constructed of steel for strength
and of concrete for protection
from gamma rays. In an emergency, 300 persons would be provided with lockers, dormitories
and a kitchen for 30 days. Power

was supplied by general and secondary systems. A 5,000 gallon
water tank, supported by an 800
foot well would provide water.
More water from a fire tank and
from ground water sump pumps
would be available as needed. A
filtration system would prevent
nuclear material to penetrate into
the interior. An intricate communications system would provide
connection with the outside
world. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA)
has occupied the building since
July 1979. Building 710 was listed
in the National Register on
March 2, 2000.

The Quonset Hut (above left), also shown
in a photograph (directly left) and Building
710 (right) were designed as mounded,
underground structures, built and
equipped to ensure protection to the
occupants against the worst .... nuclear
attack... (and) to contain food and supplies
for up to 30 days.Water was obtained
from underground wells ... each building
was self sufficient.
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ALKIRE HOUSE SAVED!

Esther Bishop Harkness’ childhood home at 80th Avenue and Alkire Street—the “Alkire House.”

Last year we told the story of
Esther Bishop Harkness, the
determined and persistent young
woman, who worked her way
through Pharmacy school in the
1920s, while teaching school in
Colorado and Wyoming. Her
mother’s second husband, Frank
Ullman had built the red brick
“Alkire House” for the family at
80th Avenue and Alkire Street in

1910. Esther had become the
pharmacist she wanted to be and
had married Wayne Harkness in
1935. She died in 1994 after a
long illness. The house she had
grown up in was then in danger
of being torn down. But young
carpenter Brian Will had fallen
in love with the house in the
early 1980s. When he heard
about the fate that might befall

Queen of Heaven
eggs, milk and meat for the
Orphanage. The excess milk was
sold to Meadow Gold Dairy
who also provided a steady
supply of ice cream for the
Orphanage.
In 1912 Mother Cabrini drew
up the plans for the three story
Stone House. Thomas Eckrom, a
Denver contractor built this
structure which was completed
in 1914. The girls aided in the
-44-

the house in early 1999, and
through months of equal
persistence and determination,
he was able to acquire the house
and move it to a place not far
from its original location. The
foursquare with the same
fabulous views of the foothills
of the Front Range as before is
now being rehabilitated with
added joy and enthusiasm.

(continued from page 39)

construction by gathering stones
on the lower slope of Jackson
Gulch and bringing them in a
donkey cart to the building site
for the next day’s work. The
Stone House served as the
summer dormitory for Queen
of Heaven until 1969 when the
Orphanage was closed. Since
that time it has served and
continues to serve as a retreat
house for groups of all

denominations.
The Stone House, and the
Upper Barn, a large coach barn,
constructed of native stone,
along with the Lower Barn, a
stock barn built into the slope,
an outstanding example of a
“bank barn” were listed on the
National Register of Historic
Places and the Colorado State
Register of Historic Properties
on January 15, 2000.

Jefferson County
Historical Commission

The information in this magazine is
solely provided by the authors.
JCHC, the Board of County
Commissioners and the Historically
Jeffco committee are not responsible
for the opinions of authors and the
content of their articles. Readers are
invited to write to “Historically
Jeffco,” 100 Jefferson County
Parkway, c/o Archives and Records
Management, Room 1500, Golden,
CO 80419. Copies can be purchased
for $5 at the Department of
Archives and Records Management.
The magazine is available free of
charge to members of Jefferson
County Historical Societies.

The Jefferson County Historical Commission members
are appointed by the Board of County Commissioners.
The current County Commissioners are (from left):
Richard Sheehan, Michelle Lawrence and Pat Holloway.
The Archives and Records Management Department
has periodicals and other information available for
people interested in history and historic preservation
in Jefferson County. For information call Duncan
McCollum at 303-271-8446.

HISTORICALLY JEFFCO WRITERS AWARD
HISTORICALLY JEFFCO invites writers of all ages to participate in the Historically Jeffco Writers
Award Contest. All topics must relate directly to the factual history of Jefferson County. For new
contest rules and application forms, please contact Duncan McCollum at Archives and Records
Management Department at 303-271-8446.

JCHC NEWS
member of the committee to site
visits. When a historic site has been
found and might be affected by
development, JCHC will comment to
the department so that plans for
mitigation and/or restoration can be
made.
The committee invites all those in
Jefferson County who are interested
in historic properties and would like
to know more about designation of
their property to the Colorado
State Register of Historic Properties
or National Register of Historic
Places. For information how to
appropriately restore that structure
or repair windows or a roof, ask
Duncan, Susan or Damon at the
office of Archives and Records Management.: 303-271-8447.
The former Publications Committee has been divided into two different committees to more effectively
attend to the issues.
The new Publications Committee

(continued from page 1)

will be responsible for publishing the
annual Historically Jeffco and the Historic Sites and Museums brochure.
The former Library Committee
has turned into the Publications
Distribution Committee and will deal
with schools, libraries, museums, and
stores to make publications better
available to the public.
The new Writers Award Contest
Committee announces to potential
writers the opportunity and deadline
for participation in the contest. It
invites everyone, young, old and in
between to write about Jefferson
County history for publication in
Historically Jeffco, whether anecdotal
or in a historical paper, for the
Writers Award Contest or not. A list
of topics to write about is available
at Duncan’s office during office hours.
Call Duncan, Susan or Damon at
303-271-8447.
JCHC regrets the resignation of
Dorothy Lombard. Dorothy has been

a member of the JCHC from District
One since 1981. In 1985, she contributed as an author to From Scratch,
the publication that tells about
Jefferson County history. She was
chairman of JCHC in 1988 and
has been active as recording and
corresponding secretary, as well as
in committees for the Place Names
Directory, Hall of Fame, and Library,
where she worked hard to sell From
Scratch to numerous bookstores in
the area.
Rob Lochary, who rose like a
comet on the horizon only to disappear again, also resigned. We will
miss both of them.
This year, regular displays by different communities and museums on
Jefferson County history could be
seen in the Atrium of the County
Courthouse. We hope you had a
chance to visit and admire them. If
not, plan to go and admire the ones
coming up.
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Top: The Golden Welcome Arch, designated to
the State Register of Historic Properties in June,
2000. Page 38
Above right: A thank you note from the
Moore family, who were rescued in the great
storm of 1946. Page 17
Left: The Baehr family, circa 1930, who built the
Pine Valley Ranch lodge near Pine Junction. Page 4
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